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ABSTRACT 
 
Wiwin (153211067). 2019. Speech Act Pattern Following Rejection Decision by 
The Judges in Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017. Thesis. English Letters Study 
Program, Cultures and Languages Faculty. 
 
Advisor: Robith Khoiril Umam, S.S., M.Hum 
 
Key Terms: Speech act, Direct-Indirect speech act, The Judges Characters. 
This research investigates speech act used by the judges after rejecting the 
participants in Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017. This research tries to find out 
the judges characters in judging through speech act occurs after the rejection 
decision by the judges in Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 and how the judges 
perform their speech act to the participants. 
The research method used in this research is descriptive qualitative 
research. The researcher uses speech act theory in this research to analyze the 
data. The data are taken from seven episodes in form of six videos of talent show 
Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017. Before collecting the data, the researcher 
downloaded the video of talent show Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 from 
official Britain’s Got Talent Youtube Chanel. In analyzing the data, the researcher 
downloaded, watched, and transcribed the data. Then, the researcher analyzed the 
data based on types of speech act and direct-indirect speech act.  
The result of this research shows that,there are five types of speech act 
occurs after the judges reject the participants. The types of speech act are 
declarations, representatives/assertives, expressives, directives, and commissives 
by finding 134 data. Commissives is mostly used by finding forty-seven data. The 
judges use expressives in forty-six,  directives in twenty-one data,  representatives 
in nineteen data, and  the last is declarations  by finding one data.  The researcher 
finds out through speech act occuring after the rejection decision by the judges in 
judging, the male judges are expressive/talkative while the female judges are more 
decisive and clear. The researcher finds two ways the judges performed their 
speech act,direct-indirect speech act.Direct speech act is mostly used by the 
judges in performing their speech act by finding 112 data and twenty-two data in 
indirect speech act. In performing direct and indirect speech act there are three 
structural formdeclarative, imperative, and interrogative to know the purpose of 
the utterance which is used by the judges. The researcher finds out the judges 
purpose via their uttrances performed is using direct speech act because the 
function of the judges utterance itself is in accordance with its function, which is 
declarative is to inform/statement, interrogative is to ask something/question, and 
imperatives is to request or order. Meanwhile, only twenty-two utterances by the 
judges performed in indirect speech act which shows that the judges are more 
likely to use utterances according to it’s function in rejecting the participants.
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CHAPTER I  
  INTRODUCTION  
 
A. Background of  the Study 
Britain’s Got Talent season 2017 is a British talent show 
competition serie which is broadcasted on television in UK, this show 
created by Simon Cowell, directed by Jonathan Bullen, presented by 
Anthony McPartiin and Declan Donnely that known as Ant and Dec, 
and featured Simon Cowell, Amanda Holden, Alexa Dixon and David 
William as the judges. This show consists eleven episodes including 
audition and final, the first episode until the seventh episode is the 
audition show and the rest of episode is the match and the final. 
In Britain’s Got Talent, the judges are the important role in the 
audition. The participants must perform the best performance in the 
audition to get attention from the judges. When the participant does not 
provide an attractive or excellent performance, the judges will give a 
judging, giving a comment, criticize, and suggestion. The judges also 
can accept and reject the participant’s as they want. When the judges 
reject the participant, every utterance which is uttered by the judges has 
a meaning inside, purpose, and strategy in delivering the sentence and 
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their utterences that used to reject participants have interesting 
meanings and intentions to study. In Yule (1996), the study of speaker 
meaning is called pragmatics, pragmatics is the use of language in 
communication-based on the relationship between sentence, context, 
and situation which is used. In this research, the researcher focuses on 
speech act occurs after the judges of Britain’s Got Talent season 2017 
reject the participant by pressing the red button in the audition, and the 
pattern of the judges perform their speech act.  
Speech act is one of the pragmatic aspects, which has a function 
for command, thanking, apology, request, compliment, and greeting. 
According to J. L. Austin’s (1962), speech act is an utterance that has a 
performative function in language and communication. Speech act 
classified into five types ( J.R Searle: 1969) there are declarations, 
assertives, expressives, directives, and commissives. Declaration is 
changed the world immediately after they are altered or changing the 
world to words. Assertive is uttering the truth to express the utterance. 
Expressive used to express the psychological state of the speaker. In 
directives, the speaker tries to stir or directing the hearer towards a 
particular act. Commisive is express an obligation on the part of a 
speaker.  They commit the speaker to a future course of action.  
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One of the aspects of this research is rejection, rejection is an act 
that is used by the judges to not accept the participants in the audition, 
according to Wang Y (2015), rejection speech act is a kind of verbal 
communication form where the speaker can make a negative reaction to 
the recipient’s request, invitation, suggestion, apology, 
greeting,compliment, instruction, and non-cooperation selection. 
Usually, the words that are used by the judges to reject the participants 
are, No, I’m Sorry, Get off, Nice to Meet You, and etc.  
The researcher also analyzes how the judges perform their speech 
act after  rejecting the participant by pressing the red button in the 
audition by using three structural form direct and indirect speech act, 
there are declarative, interrogative and imperative. Direct speech act is 
when the utterance form has a one-on-one relationship with the 
illocutionary act which is performed by the sentence, and when there is 
not always a one-on-one relationship between form and meaning 
(illocution) it is called indirect speech acts (J.R Searle: 1969). Overall, 
the rejection utterance and the tendency to reject the participants which 
are uttered by the judges will be known as the speech act pattern. 
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The researcher is interested in choosing this object because in 
every episode of audition Britain’s Got Talent Season 2017 has 
different participants, a different utterance by every judges, rejection 
utterances which is uttered by the judges after  rejecting the participants, 
and the using of speech act pattern which is uttered by the judges to the 
participants in any rejection. Related to the audition of Britain’s Got 
Talent Season 2017, every utterance that is uttered by the judges when 
rejecting the participants has speech act aspect that will analyze using 
speech act classification and the three structural form declarative, 
interrogative, and imperative direct-indirect speech act to find the 
tendency of speech act used  which are used by every judges and to find 
the charasteristic of the judges. This object provides the appropriate data 
needed for the research on speech act pattern that occurs when the 
judges reject the participants. To illustrate the statement, the following 
example might clarify on the data audition of Britain's Got Talent/E.04 : 
Rejection 
Simon: My issue is...is that we’ve seen this kind of act before.  
The aforementioned example above indicates an utterance that 
uttered by Simon after pressing the red button as an indication of his 
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rejection.  Simon as one of the judges, utters an utterance which 
contains an indication of rejection decision that can be seen from a 
statement by him which revealed that he had seen the kind of talents 
before and automatically rejects the participants with this sentence. The 
rejection utterance above indicates assertive speech act, because the 
sentence contains a statement of fact and categorized as a declarative 
indirect speech act that uses the statement to reject the participants. 
Based on the background above, the classification of speech when the 
judges reject the participants caught by the researcher as an interesting 
point to analyze. As the result, the researcher looks for and analyze 
speech act that occurs after the judges reject the participants and gives 
the research entitled “Speech 
Act Pattern Following Rejection Decision by The Judges in Audition 
Britain’s Got Talent Season 2017”. 
B. Problem Statements 
Based on the research background above, the researcher proposes 
the main problems as follows :  
1. What speech act occurs after the judges of  Britain’s Got 
Talent Audition 2017 reject the participants? 
2. How do the judges Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 
perform their speech acts? 
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C. Objective of the Study 
In relation to the problem statement above, the research objectives 
are : 
1. To describe the types of speech act occur after the judges of  
Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 rejected the participants. 
2. To describe how the judges of  Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017  
perform their speech act after rejecting the participants. 
D.  Limitation of the Problem 
Based on the background of research, the researcher focuses on 
the judges utterances that contain an utterance which has an indication 
of rejection after pressing the red button as the symbol of their rejection. 
To limit the problem and find out speech act occurs after the judges 
pattern reject the participants, the researcher only investigates seven 
episodes out of eleven episodes in Britain’s Got Talent 2017. The 
researcher only uses seven episodes in the form of six videos at the 
audition and for the rest, they are the match and the final that not in 
accordance with this research. 
This research uses the five types of speech act and three 
structural form direct-indirect speech act by J.R Searle (1969) to 
investigate this research.  The researcher uses speech act theory by J.R 
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Searle because his speech act theory has become relevant under 
Austen’s framework and easier to be understood by the researcher. This 
research focuses on rejection decision utterance found in the Audition of 
Britain’s Got Talent Season 2017 after the judges reject the participants 
by using a red button.  
 
E. The Benefits of The Study 
This research has benefits which can provide respectable 
information for the readers. There are two kinds of benefit, theoretical 
and practical benefits which give the readers more linguistics 
knowledge. 
1. Theoretical Benefit 
This research is intended to help the student who learns 
pragmatics aspect especially speech act and helps the 
students to understand speech acts used in rejection 
utterances. 
2. Practical Benefit 
a. This research is given more knowledge to the researcher 
about pragmatics, especially speech act. In addition, this 
research only focuses on the rejection utterance so the 
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b. researcher can enrich the researcher’s own understanding 
of the application of the speech act theory in the analysis. 
c. For the readers, this research gives an understanding 
about the speech acts used by the judges after they reject 
the participants. This research also provides useful 
information that interested to analyze speech act and 
rejection utterances by using a different approach. 
F. Definition of The Key Term 
The researcher gives the key term which is related to this 
research they are, pragmatics, speech act, context, five types of speech 
act, direct-indirect speech act, rejection act, talent show, and Britain’s 
Got Talent. 
1. Pragmatics 
Pragmatics is the study of the use of language in 
communication particularly, the relationship between 
sentences and contexts, defining meaning from the contexts, 
and situations in which they are used. According to George 
Yule (1996), pragmatics is the study of speaker meaning, 
contextual meaning, how more gets communicated than is 
said, and the study of the expression of relative distance.  
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2. Speech Act 
Speech act focuses on communication acts that 
performed through utterances or the utterances used to 
perform the act. Trask (2007:264) defines that the definition 
of speech acts are an attempt at doing something purely by 
speaking, and can do many purposes with speech act such as 
make a promise, plans, ask a question, order or request 
somebody to do something, give advice and suggestion, 
make a threat, give commands.  
3. Context 
Context has an important role in communication 
between speaker and hearer, the communication will run well 
when the speaker and hearer can speak and catch the 
meaning based on the context. In addition, Levinson 
(1983:21) states that pragmatics is the study of the relation 
between language and context. To understand the meaning of 
the utterance, people cannot ignore the context since it might 
cause different interpretation from what is expected.  
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4. Five Types of Speech Act 
Searle (1969) proposed a classification of speech act, 
he classified illocutionary acts into assaertives, directives, 
commissives, expressives, and declarations. Assertives is 
uttering the truth to express the utterance. In directives, the 
speaker tries to stir or direct the hearer towards a particular 
act. Commisive is express an obligation on the part of a 
speaker, they commit the speaker to a future course of action 
like promising. Expressive use to express the psychological 
state of the speaker such as apologizing, thanking, 
welcoming, like, love, dislike, and pain. Declaration is 
changed the world immediately after they are altered or 
change the world to words. Searle criticized Austin’s 
classification of illocutionary acts into verdictives, 
expositives, exercutives, behabitives, and commissives 
because these categories overlapped and sometimes included 
elements that were not compatible with his definition of the 
categories. 
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5. Direct and Indirect Speech Act 
A different approach to distinguish types of speech 
acts can be made by the basis of structure direct and indirect 
speech act. Direct speech act is when the utterance form has 
a one-on-one relationship with the illocutionary act 
performed by the sentence, and when there is not always a 
one-on-one relationship between form and meaning 
(illocution) is called indirect speech acts (J.R Searle: 1969).  
6. Rejection  
Rejection is an act that used to not accept something 
such as reject a proposal, reject someone or reject a things. 
According to Wang Y (2015), rejection is kind of verbal 
communication form where the speaker can make a negative 
reaction to the recipient’s request, invitation, suggestion, 
apology, greeting, compliment, instruction, and non-
cooperation selection. Usually, the word that use to reject is 
No, I’m sorry, I can’t, and etc. 
7. Talent Show 
Talent show is a competition show that consists of 
performances of an entertainers such as dancing, singing, 
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rap, playing an instrument, martial arts, acting where 
people perform on stage, judging by the judges and usually 
to try to win a prize for the best performances. 
8. Britain’s Got Talent 
Britain’s Got Talent is a British talent show 
competition serie which broadcast on television in the UK 
since 2007, this show created by Simon Cowell, directed by 
Jonathan Bullen, presented by Anthony McPartiin and 
Declan Donnely that known as Ant and Dec, and featured 
Simon Cowell, Amanda Holden, Alexa Dixon and David 
William as the judges. This show consists eleven episodes 
including audition and final, the first episode until the eighth 
episode is the audition and the rest of episode is the match 
and the final. 
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CHAPTER II 
 REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Pragmatics  
Pragmatics is one of the linguistics branches that focuses on the 
utterance meaning. In pragmatics there are many approaches to this 
study, there are deixis, speech act, implicature, and etc. There are 
several definitions of pragmatics. Levinson (in Utami, P. W., 
Darmayanti, N., & Riyanto, S., 2013) defines pragmatics as the study of 
language focusing on the relationship between language and its context. 
This context has been grammaticalized and codified so that it cannot be 
separated from its structure of  language. This limitation of  Levinson 
can be explained as follow “Pragmatics is the study of those relations 
between language and context that are grammaticalized, or encoded in 
the structure of language”.  Meanwhile,  Leech (1993:1) redefines 
pragmatics for the purposes of linguistics as the study of meaning in 
relation to speech situations, and he deals with utterance meaning, 
rather than sentence meaning. 
Fraser (in Al-Eryani, A. A., 2007) describes pragmatic 
competence as “the knowledge of how an addressee determines what a 
speaker is saying and recognizes intended illocutionary force conveyed 
through subtle attitudes”. Then, Yule (1996) divided the definition of 
pragmatics into four, pragmatics is the study of speaker meaning,
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pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning, pragmatics is the 
study of how more gets communicated than is said, and pragmatics is the 
study of the expression of relative distance. 
a. Pragmatics is the study of the speaker meaning 
Pragmatics is concerned with the study of meaning as communicated 
by speaker and interpreted by a listener. It has, consequently, more to 
do with the analysis of what people mean    
by their utterances than what the words or phrases in those utterances 
might mean by themselves. 
b. Pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning 
This type of study necessarily involves of what people mean in 
particular context and how the context influences what is said, it 
requires accordance with who, where, when and under what 
circumstances they are talking to. 
c. Pragmatics is the study of how more gets communicated than said. 
Pragmatics explores how a great deal of what is unsaid is recognized 
as part of what is communicated. 
d. Pragmatics is the study of the expression of relative distance 
The basic answer is tied to the notion of distance. On the assumption 
of how close or distant the listener is, the speaker determines how 
much needs to be said. 
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 From some definitions above, it can be conclude that pragmatics is 
a study of language or utterance meaning that influenced by the context. 
Basically, pragmatics is the study of the use of language in communication 
particularly, the relationship between sentences and contexts, defining 
meaning from the contexts, and situations in which they are used. 
2. Speech Act 
a. The Definition of Speech Act 
Speech act is one of the pragmatics approaches. Speech act 
focuses on communication act which is performed by utterances. Yule 
(1996) defines that actions performed via utterances are generally called 
speech acts and, in English, are commonly given more specific labels, 
such as an apology, complaint, compliment, invitation, promise, or 
request. According to Searle (1969:16) the reason for concentrating on 
the study of speech acts because linguistic communication involves 
linguistic acts. The unit of linguistic communication is not the symbol, 
even the token of the symbol, word or sentence, but rather the 
production or issuance of the symbol or word or sentence in the 
performance of the speech act. 
In Oishi, E. (2006:3) Austin shows that to utter a performative 
sentence is to be evaluated in terms of what we might call, 
conventionality, actuality, and intentionality of uttering the sentence.  
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Austen (1962) declares three related speech acts. There are three related 
speech act by Austen. 
(1) Locutionary Act, it is saying something with certain meaning  in 
the traditional sense or a speech that can only be understood and 
only influence the mind of the listener.  
(2) Illocutionary act, it is using the sentence to perform a function and 
making a statement, an offer, a promise, order and request and, etc.  
(3)Perlocutionary Act, it is the result or the effects that are produced 
by mean of utterances or saying something. 
Then, Trask (2007:267) defines the definition of speech acts are 
an attempt at doing something purely by speaking, and can do many 
purposes with speech act such as make a promise, plans, ask a question, 
order or request somebody to do something, give advice and suggestion, 
make a threat, give commands.  
b. Classification of Speech Act 
There is a various classification of speech acts based on several 
theories which are conveyed by linguists. This research will provide the 
study of classification of speech act by John L. Austen and John R. 
Searle. 
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1. Austen’s Classification of Speech Act 
In Oishi, E. (2006:4) Austen provides the first classification of 
speech acts and divided it into five categories. There are 
verdictives, exercitives, commisives, behabitives, expositives. 
a) Verdictives 
This kind of utterance is typed by giving judgment, 
verdict, appraisal, grade, estimate, and etc. For example 
She is a bad girl. 
b) Exercitives 
Exercitives is exerted influence or exercise power. This 
utterance can be used as an example “Give me the pen!” 
c) Commissives  
Commissives is the kind of utterance which assume 
obligation or declare an intention, it is typed by 
promising or commit to do something. For example I’ll 
be back soon. 
d) Behabitives 
Behabitives is the kind of utterance that adopt an attitude 
or express the feeling of the speaker. This category is 
related to thanking, apologizing, blessing, and etc. For 
example: Thank you for your invitation. 
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e) Expositives  
Expositives is the kind of utterance that clarify reasons, 
argument, or communication. For example: My mother 
cooking in the kitchen, meanwhile my father reading a 
newspaper. 
2. Searle’s Classification of Speech Act 
Searle (1975) finds that communicative functions or speech act 
reducible to five types of speech act, there are 
representatives/assertives, directives, expressives, commissives, 
and declaratives. 
a)   Representatives/Assertives 
Representatives are those kinds of speech acts that state 
what the speakers believe to be the case or not. The 
speaker’s purpose in performing representatives is to 
commit him/herself to the belief that the propositional 
content of the utterance is true. For example, The earth is 
flat. 
b)   Directives 
Directives are those kinds of speech acts that speaker use 
to get someone else to do something. They express what 
the speaker wants. For example: Give me a cup of coffee! 
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c)   Expressives 
Expressives are those kinds of speech acts that states and 
can be statements of pleasure, pain, likes, joy, or sorrow, as 
the example they are about the speaker’s experience. For 
example, I’m really sorry. 
d)  Commissives 
 Commissives are those kinds of speech acts that speaker 
use to commit themselves to some future action. They 
express what the speaker intends. They are promises, 
plans, vows, threats, offers, refusals, pledges, and as the 
example, they can be performed by the speaker alone, or 
by the speaker as a member of the group. For example, I’m 
going to get it right next time. 
e)   Declaratives 
Declaratives are those kinds of speech acts that change the 
world via their utterance, as the sample is illustrated, the 
speaker has to have a special institutional role, in a specific 
context, in order to perform declarations appropriately. For 
example: I now pronounce you as husband. 
3. Direct and Indirect Speech Act 
Speech acts can be performed directly and indirectly. In most 
language use, there are three main types of sentences. They are declarative, 
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interrogative, and imperative. Each of these sentence types has a different 
illocutionary force. Declarative for instance, has the asserting illocutionary 
force, while interrogative is for asking/questioning, and imperative is for 
ordering/requesting. If the illocutionary force and the sentence type is 
matched directly, it is called a direct speech act. Searle (1979) introduces 
the idea of indirect illocutionary act which also known as indirect speech 
act. This is speaker's act of communicating with hearer more than what is 
actually said. It relies on the knowledgeable background information about 
the conversation shared by both speaker and hearer. In other words, 
indirect speech acts is the act of conducting an illocutionary act indirectly. 
In Yule (1996) states there is an easily recognized relationship 
between the three structural forms (declarative, interrogative, imperative) 
and the three communicative functions (statement, question 
command/request).  
(1) Direct Speech Act 
Direct speech acts is a relationship between structure and 
its function. The direct speech acts contain a performative verb 
to do an action.  For example : 
a) You wear a seat belt.           (declarative) 
b)  Do you wear a seatbelt?        (interrogative) 
c)  Wear a seat belt!   (imperative) 
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That three example of direct utterances above which use 
the performative verb to do an action. (a)  is a declarative 
statement which stated an intention to addresse which is wearing 
a seat belt. (b) an utterance which has interrogative structure and 
intended to as wether the addresse wear a seat belt or not. (c) is 
an utterance which has an imperative structure which commands 
or requests the addresse to wear a seat belt. 
(2) Indirect Speech Act 
Whenever there is an indirect relationship between a 
structure and function, it calls indirect speech act (Yule 1996). 
The speaker uses another words to convey the meaning to the 
addresse. The following example may help to understand : 
(a) Do you have to stand in front of the Tv?    
(interrogative) 
(b)  You are standing in front of the Tv.      (declarative) 
Those example above can be seen that the utterance has the 
same function as a request, but they have a different structure. (a) 
is interrogative form as a question to request something. (b) is 
declarative form and not only used as a statement but also used 
to request. Both of the examples has an explicit meaning to the 
listener as a request to move out from in front of the TV. 
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4. Context 
Context has an important role in communication between speaker and 
listener because language and context cannot be separated, and the 
communication will run well when the speaker and the hearer can speak 
and catch the meaning of their utterances based on the context. 
 Levinson (1983:21) states that pragmatics is the study of the relation 
between language and context. Context can not be ignored by people, they 
have to understand the meaning of their utterance, since it might causes 
different interpretation from what is expected. Then,  Leech (1989:13) says 
that context was background knowledge shared by the speaker and listener 
to deliver and understanding their utterances. 
Malinowsky (in Halliday and Hasan, 1985:7) states there are two types 
of the context, they are context of situation and context of culture. The 
context of situation refers to the context of uttered speech including the 
participants, time, place, social environment, etc. The context of culture is 
the background context of participants that covers norm, rules, tradition, 
believe, etc. In addition, Yule (1996) define context is the physical 
environment which is perhaps more easily recognized as having a powerful 
impact on how referring expressions are to be interpreted. 
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5. Rejection 
The rejection speech act is a kind of verbal communication form where 
the speaker can make a negative reaction to the recipient's request, 
invitation, suggestion, apology, greeting, compliment, instructions. The 
refusal speech act is a "non-cooperation" selection ( Wang Y:2015 ). 
Rejection not always reject to talk, some judges will take the move, 
explaining them with reason in the way of tell the truth. The rejection can be 
non-verbal, that makes eye contact, facial expression, body language and 
silence is belong to non-verbal rejection. Then, according to Wang, Y. 
(2015) on his Journal A Study of Refusal Speech Act in Chinese Dating 
Programs, gender differences also influence a rejection because of the 
history, culture and social gender. 
Al-Eryani, A. A. (2007) said that the speech act rejection occurs when 
a speaker directly or indirectly says ‘no’ to request or invitation. Rejection is 
a face-threatening act to the listener/ requester/ inviter, because it contradicts 
his or her expectations, and is often realized through indirect strategies. 
Thus, it requires a high level of pragmatic competence. Chen (in Al-Eryani, 
A. A. (2007) Refusal strategies by Yemeni EFL learners. The Asian EFL 
Journal, 9(2), 19-34) said that semantic formula was used to analyze speech 
act sets of rejection, and concluded that direct refusal as “No” was not a 
common strategy for any subjects, without regard to their language 
background. It can be concluded that rejection is an act which used to not 
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accept something such as reject a proposal, reject an invitation, reject 
someone or reject things. 
6. Profile of The Judges 
a. Simon Cowell 
Simon Phillip Cowell was born on October 7, 1959 in London, England. 
Simon Cowell is a record producer and television personality, known for his 
scathing critical remarks as a judge on the television show. Simon also the 
owner of Britain’s Got Talent, who is known for making blunt remarks to 
contestans he does not like. Cowell starts his career in the music industry 
working in the mailroom at EMI Music Publishing. He works as a record 
producer, talent scout and consultant within the music industry before 
producing the hit British TV show Pop Idol and its U.S. 
counterpart, American Idol. As well as judging on Britain’s Got Talent, 
Simon has been a judge on numerous shows. 
b. David William 
David Edward William was born on August 20, 1971 in London, 
Englad. David William was known as a British actor, comedian, author, talent 
show judge and television presenter. Since 2012 Walliam has been a judge on 
the ITV talent show Britain's Got Talent. On Britain's Got Talent David is 
known for his wacky sense of humour and often for giving a chance to 
‘novelty’ acts or acts thet other judges have found untalented.  However, 
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David is also fan of comedy  and is one of the first judges to give his opinion 
on comic acts. He also wrote and starred in two series of the BBC 
Onesitcom Big School, he starred as Tommy Beresford in the BBC 
series Partners in Crime based on the Tommy and Tuppence novels 
by Agatha Christie. Walliams also a writer of children's books. He has sold 
more than 12.5 million copies and his books have been translated into 46 
languages. He has been described as "the fastest growing children's author in 
the UK" and his literary style has been compared to that of Roald Dahl.  
c. Amanda Holden 
Amanda Holden was born on February 16, 1971 in Bishop’s Waltham, 
Hampshire, Enland as Amanda Louise Holden. She is an actress known for 
Wild at Heart (2006), Marple (2004) and Jonathan Creek (1997). On 
Britain's Got Talent, Amanda does not specialise in any particular talent, she 
has the most diverse taste of all the current judges, and her view isoften the 
most balanced, whilst also remaining profesional. Amanda also trained to be 
an actress for three years at London’s Mountview Theatre School and her 
first TV appearance was in 1990 at the age of 19 as an unsuccessful 
contestant on Cilla Black’s dating game show Blind Date (1985). She also 
known as a judge on ITV's Britain's Got Talent since the show began in 
2006. 
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d. Alesha Dixon 
Alesha Anjanette Dixon was born on October 7, 1978 in  Wlwyn 
Garden City, Hertfordshire, England. She is an English singer, dancer, rapper, 
model and television presenter. Alesha was famous for being a member of 
British Girlgroup Mis-Teeq and being crowned dancing queen on Strictly 
Come Dancing. On Britain's Got Talent, Alesha is known for her love of 
dance, therefore a number of her favourite acts are dance acts, and she is often 
asked for her professional opinion on dancer. 
e. Piers Morgan 
Piers Morgan, born as Piers Stefan O'Meara, is a British journalist 
and TV personality who currently serves as a presenter of the shows 
‘Good Morning Britain’ and ‘Piers Morgan's Life Stories’. He was born 
on March 30, 1965 in Newick, Sussex, England. He works as the editorial 
director of the British children newspaper ‘First News.’ He is the winner 
of the 7th season of the US version of ‘The Celebrity Apprentice’ and has 
also served as a judge on ‘Britain's Got Talent’ and ‘America's Got 
Talent’ in the past and he has authored several books, including four 
volumes of memoirs. 
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B. Previous Related Study 
In conducting this research, the researcher uses some previous researches 
from others which it relates to this topic. All the previous related studies can be 
explained clearly as follows : 
Firstly, rejection speech acts are discussed by Abdullah Ali Al-Eryani in 
The Asian EFL Journal, Volume 9, Number 2 which is entitled “Refusal Strategy 
by Yemeni EFL Learners” (2007). He investigated speech act of refusing as 
made by Yemeni learners of English as a foreign language. In his research, he 
asked 20 foreigns of Yemeni learners to respond to six different situations in 
English in which they carry out the speech act of refusal. He uses a 
pragmalinguistic investigation into the speech act of refusing as made by Yemeni 
learners of English as a foreign language. He found out that the Yemeni Arabic 
native speakers tended to be less direct in their refusals by offering preceding 
reasons or explanations other than their own desire in refusing.  
Secondly, Yiwen Wang College of Chinese Language and Culture, Jinan 
University conducted the research entitled “A Study of Refusal Speech Act in 
Chinese Dating Programs Take "If You Are The One" As an Example” (2015) in 
Advances in Language and Literary Studies. Yiwen Wang focuses on the 
perspective of gender difference to analyze the different refusal speech act 
patterns conducted by male and female guests in a dating program. He uses the 
refusal speech act and under the guidance of the face theory (Brown&Levinson), 
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Politeness principle (Leech). In addition, he found out that men behave generally 
more direct while women are more euphemistic and polite in refusal speech act.  
Third, the research entitled “Expressive Speech Act of Judges ’Narratives 
in X-FACTOR Indonesia Talent Show on Rajawali Citra Televisi Indonesia 
(RCTI): A PRAGMATIC STUDY” conducted by Pradiptia Wulan Utami, Nani 
Darmayanti and Sugeng Riyanto (2013) in International Journal of Language 
Learning and Applied Linguistics World (IJLLALW). They focus on the types of 
expressive speech act pattern of judges’ narratives and politeness strategies and 
sub-strategies used in X-Factor Indonesia talent show broadcasted by Rajawali 
Citra Televisi Indonesia (RCTI). They use the pragmatic theory of Searle’s 
Speech Act and Brown and Levinson’s Politeness Strategy (2007). The result, 
researcher found out the types of expressive speech act of judges’ narratives of 
X-Factor Indonesia are praising, congratulating, thanking, and criticizing and the 
politeness strategies of X-Factor Indonesia judges are positive politeness, bald on 
record, and off record strategies.  
The researcher also takes another previous research which is conducted by 
research Stephani Widhi Kristanti, a student of Faculty of Humanities 
Diponegoro University Semarang entitled “Identifying Illocutionary Force of  
The Host’s Speech Act in Mata Najwa Talk Show” (2013). Kristanti focuses on 
the types of illocutionary act that used by the host’s to respond to the guest's 
utterance and as a strategy to interviewing the resource person. She uses the 
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pragmatics approach to analyze the data and found out in the Mata Najwa 
dialogue the host uses three types of speech act to respond to the guest's 
utterance, there is directive, expressive and representative.  
Meanwhile, Hidayatul Khasanah the student of Wijaya Putra University 
conducted the research entitled “A Study on The Speech Acts in The Talk Show 
HITAM PUTIH TRANS 7”(2014). Hidayatul Khasanah focuses on the speech 
act that occurs during the conversation in the talk show Hitam Putih between 
host and main guest stars. He analyzed the data uses the types of speech act and 
the classification of speech act. The researcher found out the speech act 
locutionary act, illocutionary act, perlocutionary act and classification of speech 
act which consists of assertive, commissive, directive and expressive that occur 
during the conversation in the talk show Hitam Putih between host and main 
guest stars. 
From the previous researches above, this research tries to differentiate with 
analyzing how the judges of Britain’s Got Talent 2017 perform their speech act 
after they reject the participants by pressing the red button using three structural 
form direct-indirect speech act. This research has differences with the five 
previous related study above, that are the data used, the focus, object, types of 
speech act used, and the theory used. 
This research starts to analyze the judge's utterances after they reject the 
participants by press the red button, then Searle's taxonomy of speech act is 
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employed to classify the speech act used by the judges.  Furthermore, the way 
judges performing their speech act in the audition of  Britain’s Got Talent 2017 
also investigated deeply. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Type of Research 
This research is qualitative descriptive research. Qualitative 
research is the research which is intended to understand the phenomenon of 
what is experienced by the research subject, for instance the behaviour, 
perception, motivation, action, etc. Blaxter (in Santosa 2017:1) states in 
qualitative research there are two principal aspects to start the research. 
First, prepare the object of the reseach including the topics, approach, 
purpose, problem statement, benefit and the region of the research. Second, 
prepare the research methodology or the design of the research which is 
contain the paradigm of the research or the kind of research which used in 
the methodology of research. 
Arikunto (1998:245) states that descriptive research is generally a 
non hyphothesis therefore is no need to formulate hyphothesis in the 
research’s steps. Descriptive method is a kind of research method using 
technique of searching, collecting, classifying, analyzing data, intepreting, 
and finally conclude the conclusion. Meanwhile, content analysis is 
describing pragmatic phenomena through the judges utterance implying 
speech acts after rejecting the particpants by pressing the red button by 
interpreting and quantifying the various types of those speech acts. For 
those reasons, this research is qualitative research and content Analysis 
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because it focuses on the speech act used by the judges in the 
audition of Britain’s Got Talent Season 2017 to express their utterance after 
reject the participants and the pattern of the judges when performing the 
speech act and analyze all of the video to find out speech at pattern that used 
by the judges.  
B. Data and Source Data 
The data source is the source from which the data are obtained.  
Santosa (2017) states that the source of the data contains setting, 
participants, document, event, site, and etc, but in a research usually not use 
all of those source of data. Amount of the data depends on the complexity of 
the research focus. The source data of this research is scene on the audition 
of Britain’s Got Talent season 2017 taken from the audition video 
downloaded from the official Britain’s Got Talent Youtube Channel.  
Data is a research object, the reality which made in the study, 
including place, participants, and the events which is cover the focus 
(Santoso, 2017). The data can in the form of discourse, sentence, clause, 
phrase, word, or even morpheme. This researh contains the data verbal 
exspression are taken from the utterence which uttered by the judges to the 
participants in the audition video of Britain’s Got Talent season 2017. 
C. Technique of Collecting Data 
Santosa (2017:53) states there are four techniques of collecting data 
that related to the source of data, there are observation, interview, focus 
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group discussion (FGD), and document analysis. To collect the data, the 
researcher uses the document analysis technique as one of the forms of data 
collection that related to the source of data. The document could be in the 
form of private document, fieldnotes, status, formal document, videotapes 
and transcript as long as the data gives the information for te research 
(Moelong, 2006:35). To support for collecting data, the researcher uses the 
script of audition videos of Britain’s Got Talent 2017 as document and uses 
the video as the source of data. 
Santosa (2017:59) reveals that generally, observation are divided 
into two types, non-participant obsrvation and participant observation. Non-
participant observation is an observation technique that has a distance 
between the researcher and the research, the reseracher could observes the 
source of data directly and indirectly and make a note all that is observed in 
the field note. Participant observation is direct observation that makes the 
researcher as a participant at the observed event. In this research, the 
researcher uses non-participant observation to collect the data as a complete 
and observes without participating. In collecting the data, the researcher 
observes the events in videos to find out the utterances that containing 
speech act for indication of rejection used by the judges in Britain’s Got 
Talent 2017.  
The data which going to be observed in this research are collected in 
doing following steps : 
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1. Searching the audition video of Britain’s Got Talent season 
2017. 
2. Downloading the audition video of Britain’s Got Talent season 
2017. 
3. Watching the video and selecting the utterances that indicates 
rejection which used by the judges after reject the participants 
by pressing the red button. 
4. Transcribing the utterances which used by the judges after reject 
the participants.  
5. Identifying the script in to domain speech act. 
6. Classifying the data based on Searle’s theory 
7. Giving code on each classification data. The alphabetic capital 
letter are used minute and type of speech acts, there are written 
below : 
Datum no/L/V/T/SA/ST 
No : number of data   
T : time     
L  : locutor    
ST : subtype 
SA : speech act 
V : video 
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3.1 Coding of The Judges’s Name 
Locutor Coding 
Simon Simon 
Amanda Amanda  
Alesha Alesha  
David David  
Piers Piers  
 
Table 3.2 Coding of The Videos 
Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 
Video 1 V1 
Video 2 V2 
Video 3 V3 
Video 4 V4 
Video 5 V5 
Video 6 V6 
 
Table 3.3 Type of Speech Act Occur 
Classification of Speech act 
Declarations D 
Representatives R 
Expressives E 
Directives Dir 
Commissives C 
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Table 3.4 The way of the judges perform speech act 
Subtype of Speech Act 
1. Di :  Direct Speech Act 
a. dec : declarative 
b. imp : imperative 
c. int : interrogative 
2. In : Indirect Speech act 
a. dec : declarative 
b. imp : imperative 
c. int : interrogative 
 
8. The researcher analyzing and explaining the data. 
The data collected in form of table. The content of the 
table are locutor, context, data number, utterances, type of 
speech act, direct speech act (declarative, imperative, 
interrogative), indirect speech act (declarative, imperative, 
interrogative).  
Table 3.5 Identifying and Classifying The Data 
Locut
or 
Number 
of Data 
Utterances 
Type of 
Speech 
Act 
Direct Speech 
Act 
Indirect Speech 
Act 
De
c 
Im
p 
Int 
De
c 
Im
p 
Int 
Simon  
Datum 
32/Simon
/V4/00:0
4:15/R/D
i-dec 
I don’t get 
this. The 
robot can’t 
sing 
Representa
tives/Asser
tives 
√      
Datum 
32/Simon
/V4/00:0
4:15/R/D
i-dec 
I’m gonna 
kick this off 
with a no. 
Commissi
ves  
√      
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After collecting the data, the researcher needs to explain 
the data that will present in the chapter four in order to proof the 
researcher’s opinion. The data can be seen on the appendix 
sheet, it aims to help the readers more easily to find the data. 
The data are gathered and classified in form of table. The 
analysis of the data will write as follows :  
A. Representatives 
   Datum 32/Simon/V4/00:04:15/R/Di-dec 
Simon : I don’t get this. The robot can’t sing. 
 
Context 
a. Addreseer & addresee :  Simon to participants (Jaywin) 
b. Context of Situation : This is performance by jaywin, he sing 
with robot costume. 
“an utterance above  indicates an utterance that uttered by Simon after 
pressing the red button as an indication of his rejection.  Simon as one 
of the judges, utters an utterance which contains an indication of 
rejection decision. That can be seen from a statement by him which 
revealed that he cannot get that performance because he said that 
robot could not sing. The rejection utterance above indicates 
representatives/assertives speech act, because the sentence contains a 
statement of fact or the speaker believes and performed in direct 
speech act in declarative way.”    
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D. Technique of Analyzing Data 
In qualitative research, data are analyzed inductively and 
qualitatively (Santosa, 2017:63). Generally, qualitative analysis is in the 
form of an analysis of the description of events, interactions between 
participant, and document analysis. 
Based on the analysis model by spradely in Santosa (2017:64) the 
technique of analyzing data was consisted of four steps, namely domain 
analysis, taxonomic analysis, componential analysis, and analysis of cultural 
themes. 
a) Domain Analysis 
The first step, the researcher distinguishes the facts in the form of 
data or not data, after knowing a fact that is data, the data will be placed 
into a domain according the context of the research. In this research, the 
facts in the form of data are utterances that uttered by the jdges after they 
rejected the participants by pressing the red button. 
Table 3.6 Table of Domain Analysis 
Context 
Data (after 
rejecting the 
participants) 
Not Data (before 
rejecting the 
participants) 
This is performance 
by a father and 
daughter. They 
playing a quite 
dengerous 
performance with 
fire and arrow. 
- I understand that 
you’re nerveous and I 
understand you can 
probably entertain 
people with this act. 
- It’s no for me.  
- Hello! What will 
you do? 
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b) Taxonomic Analysis 
The second step, the researcher organizes the data by clarifying the 
data based on the theory that used by the researcher. After the researcher 
disinguishes the data, the researcher organizes the data founds in the 
form of utterances by classifying based on types of speech act theory by 
J.R Searle. 
Table 3.7 Table of Taxonomic Analysis 
Locutor Utterances Types of speech act 
Simon That’s it. You can all go back to 
your seats now! 
Directives 
Amanda  But we were not entertained 
today. I was just worry, I was 
worry for you. 
Expressives 
Alesha  It’s no for me. Commissives 
David  it didn’t work out for you. Commissives 
 
c) Componential Analysis 
The third step of analyzing the data is organizing and connecting the 
data based on domains, forms, types, functions, or other categories. 
Componential analysis aims to obtain the point between categories in the 
domain and taxonomic categories to obtain patterns between categories. In 
this step the researcher makes a table to collect the data, and the content of 
the table are locutor, context, data number, utterances, type of
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speech act, direct speech act (declarative, imperative, interrogative), indirect speech act (declarative, imperative, 
interrogative).  
      Table 3.8 Table of Componential Analysis 
 
N
o 
 
Locutor 
Speech Acts 
Total 
Utteran
ces   
Declarations Representatives Expressives Directives Commissives 
Direct Indirect Direct Indirect Direct Indirect Direct Indirect Direct Indirect 
D 
I
m 
I
n 
D 
I
m 
I
n 
D 
I
m 
I
n 
D 
I
m 
I
n 
D 
I
m 
I
n 
D 
I
m 
I
n 
D 
I
m 
I
n 
D 
I
m 
I
n 
D 
I
m 
I
n 
D 
I
m 
I
n 
1 Simon                                
2 Amanda                                
3 Alesha                                
4 David                                
5 Peirs                                
Total  
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d) Analysis of Cultural Themes 
The last step is analysis of cultural themes, in analyzing the data the 
researcher is drawing conclusion based on interpretation and observation. In 
this step the researcher needs to explain and analyzing the data that will 
present in the chapter four in order to proof the researcher’s opinion and 
drawing the conclusion. Generally, drawing conclusion need recheking and 
data validation to strengthen the conclusion to be more trustworthy. Then, 
the researcher try to theorize the data based on the context. 
E. Trustworthiness/Data Validation 
The quality of data in this research needs to be cheked. The validation 
of the data emphasized the quality of the result. The researcher using 
triangulation that are generally connected with qualitative descriptive research 
to check validity of the data. Patton (in Santosa, 2017:57) states there are four 
kinds of triangulation techniques. They are source data triangulation, 
methodology triangulation, theoritical triangulation, and the researcher’s 
triangulation. 
This research uses one of three form validation technique by Creswell 
and Milner (2000). Those forms are triangulation, member of checking and 
auditing. In this research, the rearcher uses member of checking technique for 
the data validation. It means this research refers to a process of data validation 
which involves the advance practitioner or people who know the field of the 
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research. In linguistic research, data from the data sources can be obtained by 
document analysis techniques (Santosa, 2017) that ask for information a 
linguists or an expert to consult with, the linguist or an expert is the linguistic 
lecturers who knowing about the subject matter. The subject matters are 
classification of speech act and direct-indirect speech act to find out the patterns 
of the judges when they uttered theirutterances. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
A. Research Findings 
This chapter focuses on the finding and analysing related to speech act 
patterns following rejection decision by the judges in Britain’s Got Talent 
Auditions 2017. The research findings consists of two-point. The first point 
contains the type of speech act used by all the judges on Britain’s Got Talent 
Auditions 2017. The researcher describes the type of speech act which used 
by the judges after rejecting participants by pressing a red button. The second 
point contains how the judges perform their speech acts, the researcher 
categorizes an utterance which is used by the judges after rejecting 
participants by pressing a red button to perform their speech act directly or 
indirectly. 
1. The Speech act Found in Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 after The 
Judges Reject The Participants 
The first objective of this study is to find out the speech act which 
occurs after the judges of Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 reject the 
participants. The researcher uses Searle’s taxonomy of speech act to 
classify the speech act into five types, i.e declarations, 
representatives/assertives, expressives, directives, and commissives acts. 
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After validating the data, the researcher found 134 data in the form 
of utterances contain speech act after the rejection decision. The finding 
can be seen in table 4.1. 
Table 4.1Findings of Speech Act Occurs 
Locutor 
Speech 
Act 
Occurs 
Direct Indirect Types of speech act 
Simon  70 61 9 
Declarations, Representatives, 
Expressives, Directives, 
Commissives 
Amanda  29 22 7 
Representatives, Expressives, 
Directives, Commissives 
Alesha  12 10 2 
Representatives, Expressives, 
Directives, Commissives 
David  8 6 2 
Expressives, Directives, 
Commissives 
Piers  15 13 2 
Representatives, Expressives, 
Directives, Commissives 
Total  134 
112 22 
134 
 
As shown in table 4.1, there are 134 data of speech act occurs. In this 
research, speech act refers to the use of types of speech act by the judges 
after rejecting the participants by pressing the red button. They are five 
types of speech act which occur, there are; declarations, 
representatives/assertives, expressives, directives, and commissives.  
a. Declarations Act 
    Declarations act refers to how the judges change their word 
immediately after they are altered. In another world, the judges 
have to have a special institutional role in a specific context to 
perform declarations act appropriately. The researcher found one 
utterance of 134 data contained of declarations act and there was 
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one subtype of speech act, that was a direct speech act. Below the 
detail information of declarations speech act :  
Table 4.2 Data findings of declarations act 
Direct Speech act Datum55/Simon/V6/00:06:21/D/Di-dec 
 
  The researcher takes this data as a sample of the declaration 
act and direct speech act. There is an example : 
Table 4.3Detailed the datum of declarations act 
Locutor 
Number of 
Data 
Utterances 
Type of 
Speech Act 
Direct 
Speech 
Act 
Indirect 
Speech 
Act 
Simon 
Datum 
55/Simon/V6/
00:06:21/D/D
i-dec 
Watching you 
kick nothing it’s 
pointless. 
Declarations √  
 
  On datum 55/Simon/V6/00:06:21/D/Di-dec,declarations act 
occurs between Simon and one of the participant's auditions of 
Britain’s Got Talent 2017. The participant is a young man who 
does not say his name. He shows his martial art, taekwondo in 
front of the judges. In the video, only Simon who rejected this 
young man by pressing the red button. After that, he stated that 
the performance was pointless because the contestant only 
kicked nothing. Even though the contestant was actually doing 
taekwondo correctly, Simon still refused him because the young 
man did not use tools like wood or other hard tools to prove that 
he skilled and had a talent. 
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b. Representatives/Assertives Act 
 Generally, representatives/assertives are those kinds of 
speech acts that state what the speakers believe and purpose to 
commit the hearer to believethat the propositional content of the 
utterance is true. Representatives/Assertives act shows the true 
condition of the meaning of an utterance. In this research, 
representatives/assertives act refers to explaining the situation, 
event, or the contestant's action when they perform their talents. 
The researcher found nineteen data of representatives act in 
Britain’s Got Talent Auditions2017, the data was consisted 15 
utterances of direct speech act and 4 utterances of indirect speech 
act. Below the detail information of representatives/assertives act : 
Table 4.4 Data findings of representatives act 
Direct Speech 
Act 
Datum 
22/Simon/
V2/00:10:3
8/R/Di-dec 
Datum 
32/Simon/
V4/00:04:1
5/R/Di-dec 
Datum 
35/Simon/
V4/00:07:3
0/R/Di-dec 
Datum 
40/Simon/
V5/00:04:4
1/R/Di-dec 
Datum 
43/Simon/
V5/00:15:5
5/R/Di-dec 
Datum 
44/Simon/
V5/00:16:0
1/R/Di-dec 
Datum 
45/Simon/
V5/00:25:5
9/R/Di-dec 
Datum 
46/Simon/
V5/00:28:1
4/R/Di-int 
Datum 
49/Simon/
V6/00:04:3
5/R/Di-dec 
Datum 
51/Simon/
V6/00:04:4
7/R/Di-dec 
Datum 
58/Simon/
V6/00:16:1
6/R/D/Di-
dec 
Datum 
62/Simon/
V6/00:25:4
5/R/Di-dec 
Datum 
65/Simon/
V6/00:27:0
5/R/Di-dec 
Datum 
78/Amanda
/V2/00:01:
54/R/Di-
dec 
Datum 
89/Amand
a/V5/00:26
:40/R/Di-
dec 
Indirect Speech 
Act 
Datum 
15/Simon/
V1/00:34:4
7/R/In-dec 
Datum 
16/Simon/
V1/00:49:4
3/R/In-dec 
Datum 
103/Alesha
/V1/00:33:
45/R/In-dec 
Datum 
132/Piers/V
6/00:27:29/
R/In-dec 
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Among these data, the researcher takes 4 samples of Simon’s 
utterances, 1 sample of Amanda’s utterance, 1 sample of Alesha’s 
utterance and 1 sample of Piers’ utterance. These are the examples: 
Table 4.5Detailed  the data of representatives acts 
Locutor Number of 
Data 
Utterances 
Type of Speech 
Act 
Direct 
Speech 
Act 
Indirect 
Speech 
Act 
Simon  
Datum 
45/Simon/V5/00
:25:59/R/Di-dec 
We stop you because 
we think you’re 
about to murderer 
your daughter. 
Representatives  √  
Datum 
46/Simon/V5/00
:28:14/R/Di-int 
It’s cat in the dusbin, 
isn’t it? 
Representatives √  
Datum 
15/Simon/V1/00
:34:47/R/In-dec 
Jake, I’m gonna have 
to say based on the 
fact I’ve seen better. 
Representatives   √ 
Datum 
16/Simon/V1/00
:49:43/R/In-dec 
It’s not the sort of 
thing I would want to 
sit through for much 
longer than about a 
minute. 
Representatives  √ 
Amanda  
Datum 
89/Amanda/V5/
00:26:40/R/Di-
dec 
I understand that 
you’re nerveous and 
I understand you can 
probably entertain 
people with this act 
Representatives √  
Alesha  
Datum 
103/Alesha/V1/
00:33:45/R/In-
dec 
Based on your talent 
yes it’s problably 
deserve a bright but 
it didn’t blow me 
away. 
Representatives  √ 
Piers 
Datum 
132/Piers/V6/00
:27:29/R/In-dec 
We can not take the 
race down, one of 
your birds taking the 
queen. 
Representatives  √ 
 
On the datum 45/Simon/V5/00:25:59/R/Di-dec and datum 
89/Amanda/V5/00:26:40/R/Di-dec,representatives/assertives act 
was found in Simon and Amanda utterance to the participants. 
The contestant was a couple of father and his daughter that 
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played a quite dangerous performance. They played with fire 
arrows. The daughter was standing in front of her father with a 
distance about 1.5 meters. After that, her father threw the fire 
arrows to his daughter who was standing on the arrow board and 
tried not to hit her. But because the father was nervous, the fire 
arrow almost hit his daughter. Afterward, Simon and Amanda 
quickly pressed the red button because they felt the performance 
was dangerous. On the datum 45/Simon/V5/00:25:59/R/Di-dec, 
Simon stated that he stopped the performance because he 
thought that the father would kill his daughter with the fire 
arrow.  
Then, following by datum 89/Amanda/V5/00:26:40/R/Di-
dec Amanda knew the performance probably could entertain 
people but she also knew that the contestant was nervous. So, 
the performance was just harmful and worrying. On the Datum 
46/Simon/V5/00:28:14/R/Di-int,declarations act occurs between 
Simon and one of the participant's auditions of Britain’s Got 
Talent 2017. The participant was a young girl who did not say 
her name, she dressed up like a tiger and used a tiger costume. 
In the video, she shown that she had a flexible body until she 
could enter the dustbin. Simon rejected this young girl by 
pressing the red button. Then, he stated that the performance just 
a cat in the dustbin and emphasized it with a polar question. 
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On the datum 103/Alesha/V1/00:33:45/R/In-dec and datum 
15/Simon/V1/00:34:47/R/In-dec,representatives/assertives act 
occurs in Simon and Alesha’s utterance to the contestant named 
Jake. Jake was twenty-seven years old, he performed a pretty 
and attractive dancing with his skill and talent. The result of his 
performance was rejected by Simon and Alesha, datum 
103/Alesha/V1/00:33:45/R/In-dec revealed that Alesha was not 
satisfied with Jake’s performance even though he had a talent. 
Nevertheless, Simon also added on datum 
15/Simon/V1/00:34:47/R/In-dec that he had seen a better 
performance before.  
On datum 16/Simon/V1/00:49:43/R/In-dec shows that 
representatives/assertives act occurs between Simon and Mark 
Holt. Mark was a male contestant who was fifty-seven years old. 
He had a talent in playing the clarinet and his performance was 
pretty interesting. Simon rejected Mark by pressing the red 
button in Britain’s Got Talent audition2017. Simon rejected 
Mark by saying that he did not want to sit through for much 
longer than about a minute because of Mark’s performance. 
Although Mark’s performance was good enough, Simon still 
rejected him because his talent was not suitable for the show. 
Based on table 4.5 Datum 132/Piers/V6/00:27:29/R/In-dec, 
representatives/assertives act occurred between Piers and an old 
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male contestant who brought his birds. In the video the 
contestant was doing nothing, he just asked his birds and his 
birds suddenly flying away. Piers rejected the contestant because 
he thought that the performance could not be continued because 
one of his birds was running away. 
c. Expressives Act 
Expressives act happens when the judges state their 
psychological state. Expressives are those kinds of speech act that 
state what the speaker feels.expressive type functioning of stating 
or showing the speaker’s psychological attitude of certain 
circumstances as thanking, congratulating, pardoning, blaming, 
prasing, criticizing, and condoling. 
 In this research, these speech acts express the judges' inner 
state. It can be statements of pleasure, pain, likes, joy, sorrow or it 
can be mocking too, as the example of what the judges felt after 
watching the participants’ performance in the audition. The 
researcher found forty-six utterances of 134 data in Britain’s Got 
Talent audition 2017 contained expressives act. The data consisted 
of thirty-seven utterances direct speech act and nine utterances 
indirect speech act. Below the detail information of expressives 
speech act : 
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Table 4.6 Data findings of expressives act 
Direct 
Speech Act 
Datum 
02/Simon/
V1/00:17:
45/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
03/Simon/
V1/00:17:
46/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
04/Simon/
V1/00:17:
48/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
05/Simon/
V1/00:17:
49/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
06/Simon/
V1/00:17:5
6/E/Di-dec 
Datum 
07/Simon/
V1/00:17:
57/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
08/Simon/
V1/00:18:
00/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
09/Simon/
V1/00:18:
01/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
10/Simon/
V1/00:18:
03/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
11/Simon/
V1/00:18:0
4/E/Di-dec 
Datum 
12/Simon/
V1/00:18:
09/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
13/Simon/
V1/00:18:
21/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
18/Simon/
V2/00:00:
31/E/Di-
int 
Datum 
20/Simon/
V2/00:10:
33/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
21/Simon/
V2/00:10:3
8/E/Di-dec 
Datum 
25/Simon/
V2/00:13:
25/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
27/Simon/
V2/00:14:
09/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
28/Simon/
V2/00:14:
16/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
29/Simon/
V3/00:02:
35/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
31/Simon/
V3/00:03:4
6/E/Di-dec 
Datum 
36/Simon/
V4/00:26:
09/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
48/Simon/
V5/00:28:
52/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
50/Simon/
V6/00:04:
35/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
52/Simon/
V6/00:04:
54/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
61/Simon/
V6/00:25:3
9/E/Di-dec 
Datum 
66/Simon/
V6/00:28:
07/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
68/Simon/
V6/00:37:
01/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
69/Simon/
V6/00:37:
08/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
81/Aman
da/V2/00:
02:05/E/D
i-imp 
Datum 
87/Amanda
/V2/00:13:
56/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
88/Aman
da/V4/00:
26:20/E/D
i-dec 
Datum 
90/Aman
da/V5/00:
26:46/E/D
i-dec 
Datum 
92/Aman
da/V5/00:
28:35/E/D
i-dec 
Datum 
102/Alesh
a/V1/00:3
3:37/E/Di
-dec 
Datum 
106/Alesha
/V1/00:49:
51/E/Di-
dec 
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Datum 
122/Piers/
V5/00:25:
46/D/E/Di
-dec 
Datum 
133/Piers/
V6/00:29:
27/E/Di-
dec 
Indirect 
Speech Act  
Datum 
34/Simon/
V4/00:07:
26/E/In-
dec 
Datum 
42/Simon/
V5/00:05:
44/E/In-
dec 
Datum 
54/Simon/
V6/00:06:
10/E/In-
dec 
Datum 
67/Simon/
V6/00:36:
55/E/In-
dec 
Datum 
85/Aman
da/V2/00:
11:31/E/I
n-imp 
Datum 
94/Aman
da/V6/00:
05:09/E/I
n-dec 
Datum 
99/Aman
da/V6/00:
37:29/E/I
n-dec 
Datum 
110/Alesh
a/V3/00:0
1:05/E/In-
dec 
Datum 
112/Davi
d/V1/00:1
8:14/E/In-
dec 
 
Among these data, the researcher takes 4 samples of 
Simon’s utterances, 3 sample of Amanda’s utterance,  2 samples 
of Alesha’s utterance, 1 sample of  David’s and 1 sample of  
Piers’s utterance. These are the examples :  
Table 4.7Detailed  the data of expressives acts 
Locutor 
Number of 
Data 
Utterances 
Type of 
Speech Act 
Direct 
Speech 
Act 
Indirect 
Speech 
Act 
Simon 
Datum 
02/Simon/V1/00
:17:45/E/Di-dec 
You’re terrible Expressives √  
Datum 
03/Simon/V1/00
:17:46/E/Di-dec 
You’re horrible Expressives √  
Datum 
42/Simon/V5/00
:05:44/E/In-dec 
You look happy Mrs. 
Pungle and they looking 
completely miserable. 
Expressives  √ 
Datum 
54/Simon/V6/00
:06:10/E/In-dec 
It’s hard. You’re being 
old fashion fifty years a 
go. 
Expressives  √ 
Amanda 
Datum 
87/Amanda/V2/
You all crowded! Expressives √  
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00:13:56/E/Di-
dec 
Datum 
88/Amanda/V4/
00:26:20/E/Di-
dec 
I have to say that you 
are very very very 
funny. But it’s not the 
reason I’m gonna say 
yes. 
Expressives √  
Datum 
85/Amanda/V2/
00:11:31/E/In-
imp 
That so happy 
instrument and you 
show no joy, no 
happiness, no emotion. 
You could be playing at 
somebody funeral. 
Expressives  √ 
Alesha 
Datum 
106/Alesha/V1/
00:49:51/E/Di-
dec 
I’m so sorry Expressives √  
Datum 
110/Alesha/V3/
00:01:05/E/In-
dec 
Brilliant! I can’t wait Expressives  √ 
David 
Datum 
112/David/V1/0
0:18:14/E/In-
dec 
You seem like a nice 
guy and I’m sorry 
Expressives  √ 
Piers 
Datum 
133/Piers/V6/00
:29:27/E/Di-dec 
Absolutely not. 
Pointless! 
Expressives √  
 
Based on the table 4.5 Datum 02/Simon/V1/00:17:45/E/Di-
dec and datum 03/Simon/V1/00:17:46/E/Di-dec was happened 
between Simon and one of the contestants of Britain’s Got 
Talent audition 2017.  The contestantnamed Steve Andrew, he 
was sixty-three years old with his long green hair. Steve played 
the guitar while sang a song, he also asked the audience to sing 
together on stage. Unexpectedly, the audience sang along on the 
stage. Instantly the judges were surprised and waited for Steve’s 
performance finished, but Simon quickly rejected him by 
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pressing the red button. Simon revealed that the performance 
was terrible and horrible because he thought the performance 
was a joke and not suitable for this show. 
On the next datum 87/Amanda/V2/00:13:56/E/Di-dec and 
datum 88/Amanda/V4/00:26:20/E/Di-dec was happened by 
Amanda. On the datum 87/Amanda/V2/00:13:56/E/Di-dec, 
expressives act occurred between Amanda and female contestant 
who consisted of three girls. The contestant sang a song and 
suddenly the judges rejected them by pressing the red button 
because they sang in a false voice and out of the tune. After all 
the judges rejected them, they seem angry with the judges and 
answer all of the judges comment in an impolite tone. Amanda 
revealed her statement by saying that they were crowded 
because Amanda felt very disturbed by them.  
Following by the datum 88/Amanda/V4/00:26:20/E/Di-dec, 
the expressives act occurred between Amanda and Irshad 
Shaikh. Irshad was fifty-seven years old, he showed the judges 
and the audience with his impressionist skill. Irshad performed 
his talent with good expression and really interesting but 
Amanda rejected him by pressing the red button. Amanda 
revealed that Irshad was very very funny, but his talent did not 
suitable for this show and said that funny was not just the reason 
Amanda could say yes. 
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The next datum is Datum 106/Alesha/V1/00:49:51/E/Di-
dec, based on table 4.5 this datum shows that expressives act 
occurred between Alesha and Mark Holt. Mark was a male 
contestant who was fifty-seven years old. He had a talent for 
playing the clarinet and his performance was pretty interesting. 
Alesha rejected Mark by pressing the red button in Britain’s Got 
Talent audition2017. Alesha rejected Mark by apologizing that 
she could not say yes to his performance. Although Mark 
performance was good enough, Alesha still rejected him because 
his talent was not suitable for the show. 
The following datum is datum 133/Piers/V6/00:29:27/E/Di-
dec. The expressives act occured between Piers and the 
contestant who consisted of several middle-aged women and 
their dogs. The contestants were dancing with their dog, they 
were dancing in a boring way and unified. Even, Piers pressed 
the red button before their performance was finished. Piers 
revealed that the performance was pointless and boring. 
On table 4.5 datum 42/Simon/V5/00:05:44/E/In-dec 
happened between Simon and Mrs. Pungle and her children. 
Expressives act occured when Simon altered his utterance after 
he rejected Mrs. Pungle and her children by pressing the red 
button in Britain’s Got Talent audition 2017. Mrs. Pungle and 
her children sang a song in a weird way because they sang with 
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no expression and looks very miserable. Simon rejected the 
performance by pressing the red button after he watched the 
performance. Simon revealed that the Pungle family looks 
miserable, but he skipped Mrs. Pungle by saying she looked 
happy.  
Following by datum 54/Simon/V6/00:06:10/E/In-dec, 
expressives act occurs between Simon and middle-age woman. 
The contestant said that her talent could make the judges 
laughed. After the judges heard the contestant’s words, the 
judges immediately asked her to show her talent. Simon rejected 
her by pressing the red button before the performance was 
finished, he revealed that her style was old fashion. 
Furthermore, she was being fifty years ago. 
Next is Datum 85/Amanda/V2/00:11:31/E/In-imp, based on 
table 4.6 expressives act occurred between Amanda and the 
contestant who consisted of two women named Candy and Cat. 
Cat and Candy performed a tambourine instrument by playing 
the tambourine before their performance finished Amanda 
already rejected them by pressing the red button. Amanda 
revealed that their performance was a happy instrument but they 
did not give their expression to their performance, Amanda also 
said that they could be playing at someone funeral. It meant that 
their performance was pointless and useless. 
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   Then, following by datum 110/Alesha/V3/00:01:05/E/In-
dec, expressives act happened between Alesha and one of the 
participant's auditions of Britain’s Got Talent 2017. In the video, 
the participant’s name was not notified. The participants 
performed a very strange performance, he was dancing with a 
weird costume and toke turns to change their costumes and 
continued with strange dances again. Alesha was the first judges 
who rejected this performance by pressing the red button. 
Alesha stated that his performance was brilliant until she could 
not wait again and chose to reject it. 
   The last datum is Datum 112/David/V1/00:18:14/E/In-dec, 
expressives act occurred between David and Steve Andrew. 
Steve was sixty-three years old with his long green hair. Steve 
played the guitar while sang a song, he also asked the audience 
to sing together on stage. Unexpectedly, the audience sang along 
on the stage. Instantly the judges were surprised and waited for 
Steve’s performance finished. David rejected him by pressing 
the red button. David revealed that he was a nice guy but sorry 
because his talent did not belong to this show. 
d. Directives Act 
Diectives act is those kinds of speech acts that speakers use 
to get someone else to do something (Yule:1996). It expresses 
what the speaker wants. In this research, the judges are trying to 
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get the participants to do something. This action represents what 
the judges want and it can be in the form of interrogative too. 
However, there are three classes in this act, they are; types of 
speech act, direct and indirect speech act, and the last is the 
structural form of the sentence or the types of the sentence. In this 
research, the data founds are twenty-one utterances of 134 data 
contains directives act. The data found was consists of twenty 
utterances direct speech act and one utterance indirect speech act, 
below the detail information of directives act : 
Table 4.8 Data findings of directives act 
Direct 
Speech 
Act 
Datum 
01/Simon/V
1/00:17:31/
Dir/Di-imp 
Datum 
24/Simon/V
2/00:13:25/
Dir/Di-int 
Datum 
38/Simon/V
5/00:04:26/
Dir/Di-int 
Datum 
39/Simon/V
5/00:04:37/
Dir/Di-int 
Datum 
63/Simon/
V6/00:25:5
9/Dir/Di-
int 
Datum 
70/Simon/V
6/00:37:13/
Dir/Di-int 
Datum 
74/Amanda/
V1/00:35:20
/Dir/Di-imp 
Datum 
77/Amanda/
V2/00:01:55
/Dir/Di-imp 
Datum 
79/Amanda/
V2/00:02:00
/Dir/Di-int 
Datum 
82/Amanda
/V2/00:04:
08/Dir/Di-
imp 
Datum 
97/Amanda/
V6/00:28:04
/Dir/Di-int 
Datum 
100/Alesha/
V1/00:18:11
/Dir/Di-int 
Datum 
111/Alesha/
V3/00:03:54
/Dir/Di-imp 
Datum 
114/David/
V1/00:33:33
/Dir/Di-int 
Datum 
121/Piers/
V5/00:25:4
6/Dir/Di-
dec 
Datum 
127/Piers/V
6/00:06:38/
Dir/Di-int 
Datum 
128/Piers/V
6/00:06:40/
Dir/Di-int 
Datum 
129/Piers/V
6/00:06:42/
Dir/Di-int 
Datum 
130/Piers/V
6/00:26:11/
Dir/Di-int 
Datum 
131/Piers/
V6/00:26:1
1/Dir/Di-
int 
Indirect 
Speech 
Act 
Datum 
124/Piers/V
5/00:28:04/
Dir/In-imp 
 
Among these data, the researcher takes 2 samples of 
Simon’s utterances, 2 samples of Amanda’s utterances,  1 
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sample of Alesha’s utterance, 1 sample of  David’s utterance, 
and 3 samples of Piers’s utterance. These are the examples : 
Table 4.9Detailed  the data of directives acts 
Locutor Number of Data Utterances 
Type of 
Speech 
Act 
Direct 
Speech 
Act 
Indirect 
Speech 
Act 
Simon  
Datum 
38/Simon/V5/00:04:
26/Dir/Di-int 
What else that you 
expected? 
Directives   √  
Datum 
39/Simon/V5/00:04:
37/Dir/Di-int 
David... it is what it 
is? 
Directives  √  
Amanda  
Datum 
77/Amanda/V2/00:0
1:55/Dir/Di-imp 
But listen to me! 
you choose to come 
here today. 
Directives  √  
Datum 
79/Amanda/V2/00:0
2:00/Dir/Di-int 
What do we expect 
if it doesn’t go on 
your way? 
Directives  √  
Alesha  
Datum 
100/Alesha/V1/00:18
:11/Dir/Di-int 
What about 
steve? 
Directives  √  
David  
Datum 
114/David/V1/00:33:
33/Dir/Di-int 
Alesha, you done a 
bit dancing. What 
do you think?  
Directives  √  
Piers  
 
Datum 
127/Piers/V6/00:06:3
8/Dir/Di-int 
Are you a 
millionaire? 
Directives  √  
Datum 
128/Piers/V6/00:06:4
0/Dir/Di-int 
Yes or no? Directives  √  
Datum 
124/Piers/V5/00:28:0
4/Dir/In-imp 
A little begin to 
lose and leave me. 
Directives    √ 
 
On the datum 38/Simon/V5/00:04:26/Dir/Di-int and Datum 
39/Simon/V5/00:04:37/Dir/Di-int, directives act was happened 
in Simon and the contestant. The contestant named David 
William, he was sixty-six years old. David was playing an 
ashtray and making sound with it and singing accompanied by 
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ashtray sound. Afterward, Simon quickly pressed the red button 
before the performance was finished because he felt the 
performance was boring.  
On the datum 38/Simon/V5/00:04:26/Dir/Di-int,  Simon 
stated that what else that David expected from this show. Then, 
following by datum 39/Simon/V5/00:04:37/Dir/Di-int which 
shows that Simon was confused with the performance and asked 
what that really was.  
The next datum 77/Amanda/V2/00:01:55/Dir/Di-imp and 
datum 79/Amanda/V2/00:02:00/Dir/Di-int happened between 
Amanda and young male contestant. In the video the 
contestant’s name was not notified. The contestant performed a 
very strange dance in front of the judges, all of the judges 
quickly pressed the red button before his performance was 
finished. Suddenly, that male contestant was angry and then 
cursed in front of the judges and the audience because his 
performance was stopped by the judges.  
On the next datum 77/Amanda/V2/00:01:55/Dir/Di-imp, 
directives act occurred after Amanda pressed the red button, 
Amanda revealed to the contestant to listen to her and said that 
the contestant came here today because of his decision. 
Following by Datum 79/Amanda/V2/00:02:00/Dir/Di-int, 
Amanda stated that what she expected with the performance did 
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not go on the contestant way because not always everything 
goes on the contestant way. 
Based on table 4.9, the next datum is Datum 
100/Alesha/V1/00:18:11/Dir/Di-int, directives act ccurred 
between Alesha and Steve Andrew. Steve was sixty-three years 
old with his long green hair. Steve played the guitar while sang a 
song, he also asked the audience to sing together on stage. 
Unexpectedly, the audience sang along on the stage. Instantly 
the judges were surprised and waited for Steve’s performance 
finished. Alesha rejected him by pressing the red button. After 
rejected him she revealed by asking the other judges what about 
steve performance. 
On the datum 114/David/V1/00:33:33/Dir/Di-int,  directives 
act happened between David and the contestant named Jake. 
Jake was twenty-seven years old, he performed a pretty and 
attractive dancing with his skill and talent. The result of his 
performance was rejected by all of the judges, datum 
114/David/V1/00:33:33/Dir/Di-int is revealed that David asked 
Alesha about she had done a bit dancing and what Alesha 
thought about Jake’s performance. Based on table 4.7 above, the 
last is datum 127/Piers/V6/00:06:38/Dir/Di-int and Datum 
128/Piers/V6/00:06:40/Dir/Di-int. Directives act occurred 
between Piers and woman contestant. Her name was unotified in 
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the show and she was a millionaire motivator. When she showed 
her talent, Piers immediately rejected her by pressing the red 
button and uttered his statement by asking was she millionaire in 
Datum 127/Piers/V6/00:06:38/Dir/Di-int and asking was that 
true or not on the Datum 128/Piers/V6/00:06:40/Dir/Di-int. 
   On the Datum 124/Piers/V5/00:28:04/Dir/In-imp,directives 
act happened between Piers and the young male contestant. The 
contestant’s name was unotified, he said to the judges that he 
would sing. After he showed his singing skill by one word, all of 
the judges rejected the contestant by pressing the red button. On 
the Datum 124/Piers/V5/00:28:04/Dir/In-imp, Piers stated to the 
contestant that the contestant little began to lose and asked the 
contestant to leave the stage. Piers rejected him because his 
singing skill was worst, he was out of the tune and singing with 
fals voice without an instrument. 
e. Commissives act 
Commisives act expresses what the speakers intend. The 
speakers use to commit some future action. In this research, the 
judges express what their intends, promises, plans, vows, threats, 
offers or refusals. This research is referred to refusals, so this 
action represents what the judges intend. The researcher found 
forty-seven utterances of 134 data in Britain’s Got Talent audition 
2017 contains comissives act. The data was consists of thirty-nine 
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utterances of direct speech act and eight utterances of an indirect 
speech act. The detail information of commissives act is down 
below : 
Table 4.10 Data findings of directives act 
Direct Speech 
Act 
Datum 
17/Simon/
V1/00:49:
43/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
19/Simon/
V2/00:00:
36/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
23/Simon/
V2/00:11:
42/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
26/Simon
/V2/00:1
3:41/C/D
i-imp 
Datum 
30/Simon/
V3/00:02:
35/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
33/Simon/
V4/00:04:
21/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
37/Simon/
V4/00:26:
16/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
41/Simon/
V5/00:05:
15/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
47/Simon
/V5/00:2
8:16/C/D
i-dec 
Datum 
53/Simon/
V6/00:05:
12/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
56/Simon/
V6/00:06:
52/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
60/Simon/
V6/00:16:
39/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
64/Simon/
V6/00:26:
15/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
71/Aman
da/V1/00
:18:18/C/
Di-dec 
Datum 
75/Amand
a/V1/00:3
5:29/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
76/Aman
da/V1/00:
49:36/C/
Di-dec 
Datum 
80/Aman
da/V2/00:
02:03/C/
Di-dec 
Datum 
83/Aman
da/V2/00:
07:22/C/
Di-dec 
Datum 
84/Aman
da/V2/00
:08:31/C/
Di-dec 
Datum 
86/Amand
a/V2/00:1
1:46/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
91/Aman
da/V5/00:
26:55/C/
Di-dec 
Datum 
93/Aman
da/V6/00:
05:07/C/
Di-dec 
Datum 
96/Aman
da/V6/00:
26:18/C/
Di-dec 
Datum 
101/Ales
ha/V1/00
:08:29/C/
Di-dec 
Datum 
104/Alesh
a/V1/00:3
5:01/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
105/Alesh
a/V1/00:3
5:01/C/Di
-dec 
Datum 
107Alesh
a/V1/00:4
9:51/C/Di
-dec 
Datum 
108/Alesh
a/V2/00:0
7:23/C/Di
-dec 
Datum 
109/Ales
ha/V2/00
:08:29/C/
Di-dec 
Datum 
115/David
/V1/00:34:
17/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
116/Davi
d/V1/00:3
4:21/C/Di
-dec 
Datum 
117/Davi
d/V2/00:0
8:30/C/Di
-dec 
Datum 
118/Davi
d/V2/00:0
8:23/C/Di
-dec 
Datum 
119/Davi
d/V3/00:
02:31/C/
Di-dec 
Datum 
120/Piers/
V1/00:11:
55/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
123/Piers/
V5/00:26:
55/D/C/D
i-dec 
Datum 
125/Piers/
V6/00:05:
02/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
126/Piers/
V6/00:05:
53/C/Di-
dec 
Datum 
132/Piers
/V6/00:2
6:21/C/D
i-dec 
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Indirect 
Speech Act 
Datum 
14/Simon/
V1/00:34:
06/C/In-
dec 
Datum 
57/Simon/
V6/00:16:
10/C/In-
dec 
Datum 
59/Simon/
V6/00:16:
20/C/In-
dec 
Datum 
72/Aman
da/V1/00
:33:57/C/
In-dec 
Datum 
73/Aman
da/V1/00:
35:20/C/I
n-dec 
Datum 
95/Aman
da/V6/00:
06:47/C/I
n-dec 
Datum 
98/Aman
da/V6/00:
37:29/C/I
n-dec 
Datum 
113/Davi
d/V1/00:1
8:14/C/In-
dec 
 
Among these data, the researcher takes 3 samples of 
Simon’s utterances, 3 samples of Amanda’s utterances,  2 
samples of Alesha’s utterances, 3 sample of  David’s utterances, 
and 2 samples of Piers’s utterance. These are the examples : 
Table 4.11Detailed  the data of commissives acts 
Locutor  Number of Data Utterances 
Type of 
Speech Act 
Direct 
Speech 
Act 
Indirect 
Speech 
Act 
Simon    
Datum 
17/Simon/V1/00:49:43/
C/Di-dec 
This is no for me. Commissives    √  
Datum 
19/Simon/V2/00:00:36/
C/Di-dec 
Absolutely, no. Commissives  √  
Datum 
57/Simon/V6/00:16:10/
C/In-dec 
I couldn’t 
disagree more. 
Commissives     √ 
Amanda 
Datum 
75/Amanda/V1/00:35:2
9/C/Di-dec 
So, today I’m 
gonna say no. 
Commissives √  
Datum 
76/Amanda/V1/00:49:3
6/C/Di-dec 
Mark.. I’m gonna 
kick this off with 
a no. 
Commissives √  
Datum 
72/Amanda/V1/00:33:5
7/C/In-dec 
I’m completely 
agree with 
Alesha. I was 
looking for the 
music changes, 
more than as he as 
dancing. 
Commissives   √ 
Alesha  
Datum 
104/Alesha/V1/00:35:01
Jake, I agree with 
David. Based on 
Commissives √  
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/C/Di-dec your talent is 
potential 
Datum 
105/Alesha/V1/00:35:01
/C/Di-dec 
But it’s no for me Commissives √  
David  
Datum 
115/David/V1/00:34:17/
C/Di-dec 
But, I would say 
to you, Simon. 
Commissives 
 
√  
Datum 
116/David/V1/00:34:21/
C/Di-dec 
Is this young man 
has the road 
talent, he just 
need perhaps a 
little bit a shaping 
and a little bit 
imagination to 
come up with a 
new thing. 
Commissives  √  
Datum 
113/David/V1/00:18:14/
C/In-dec 
it didn’t work out 
for you. 
Commissives   √ 
Piers  
Datum 
120/Piers/V1/00:11:55/
C/Di-dec 
It’s three no. Commissives  √  
Datum 
126/Piers/V6/00:05:53/
C/Di-dec 
It’s no.  Commissives  √  
 
Based on table 4.11, Datum 76/Amanda/V1/00:49:36/C/Di-
dec, Datum 17/Simon/V1/00:49:43/C/Di-dec were happened by 
Amanda and Simon. The commissives act occurred between 
Amanda, Simon and Mark Holt. Mark was a male contestant 
who was fifty-seven years old. He had a talent for playing the 
clarinet and his performance was pretty interesting. Amanda and 
Simon rejected Mark by pressing the red button in Britain’s Got 
Talent audition2017.  
On the Datum 76/Amanda/V1/00:49:36/C/Di-dec Amanda 
rejected Mark by saying that she was going to kick his talent off 
with a no. Continued by Simon on datum 
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17/Simon/V1/00:49:43/C/Di-dec who rejected Mark by saying 
that his talent was not for him after previously Simon 
commented that he did not want to sit through for much longer 
than about a minute because of Mark’s performance. Although 
Mark performance was good enough, Simon still rejected him 
because his talent was not suitable for the show.  
Following by datum 19/Simon/V2/00:00:36/C/Di-dec that 
happened between Simon and young male contestant. In the 
video the contestant’s name was not notified. The contestant 
performed a very strange dance in front of the judges, all of the 
judges quickly pressed the red button before his performance 
was finished. After that, Simon stated that his performance 
absolutely rejected. Suddenly, this male contestant was angry 
and then cursed in front of the judges and the audience because 
of Simon statement. 
Next is datum 115/David/V1/00:34:17/C/Di-dec, datum 
116/David/ V1/00:34:21/C/Di-dec, datum 104/Alesha/V1/00:35: 
/01/C/Di-dec, datum 105/Alesha/V1/00:35:01/C/Di-dec, and 
datum 75/Amanda/V1/00:35:29/C/Di-dec happened by David, 
Alesha, and Amanda. The commissives act occurred between 
David, Alesha, Amanda and the contestant named Jake. Jake 
was twenty-seven years old. He performed a pretty and 
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attractive dancing with his skill and talent. The result of his 
performance was rejected by all of the judges 
Datum 115/David/V1/00:34:17/C/Di-dec revealed that 
David was going to say something to Simon and continued on 
the datum 116/David/V1/00:34:21/C/Di-dec that David revealed 
that Jake had a talent, he just need more time to practice and 
imagination to come up with a new things.  
However, Alesha on datum 104/Alesha/V1/00:35:01/C/Di-
dec agree with David based on Jake’s talent. He was potential, 
but still Alesha rejected him by saying it was no for her showed 
on the datum 105/Alesha/V1/00:35:01/C/Di-dec. The last 
following by Amanda utterance that revealed she had to say no 
today on the datum 75/Amanda/V1/00:35:29/C/Di-dec. 
Next is Datum 120/Piers/V1/00:11:55/C/Di-dec and Datum 
126/Piers/V6/00:05:53/C/Di-dec happened by Piers. On the 
datum  120/Piers/V1/00:11:55/C/Di-dec commissives act 
occurred between Piers and the contestant that consists of two 
women named Candy and Cat. Cat and Candy performed a 
tambourine instrument by playing the tambourine. Before their 
performance finished all of the judges already rejected them by 
pressing the red button.  
Piers revealed that their performance was rejected by three 
no and it means that their performance was absolutely rejected. 
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Following by datum 126/Piers/V6/00:05:53/C/Di-dec, 
commissives act occurred between Piers and male contestant. 
The male contestant dressed up and wore a kingdom costume. 
The male contestant was doing nothing, and suddenly all of the 
judges rejected him by pressing the red button. Piers revealed 
his statement that he rejected the performance by saying no. 
   On the Datum 57/Simon/V6/00:16:10/C/In-dec,commisives act 
happened between Simon and one of the participant of Britain’s 
Got Talent 2017. The participant named Noma. Noma was an 
old lady who was seventy years old. Noma said that she would 
do rap. After she doing her rap, only Simon who rejected Noma 
by pressing the red button. After that, he stated his statement 
that he could not disagree with the performance anymore. Simon 
rejected Noma because he thought that Noma was old enough 
and did not suitable for the show. 
The nextdatum is Datum 72/Amanda/V1/00:33:57/C/In-dec,  
commisives  act happened between Amanda and the contestant 
named Jake. Jake was twenty-seven years old, he performed a 
pretty and attractive dancing with his skill and talent. The result 
of his performance was rejected by all of the judges, datum 
72/Amanda/V1/00:33:57/C/In-dec revealed that Amanda 
completely agreed with Alesha’s thought that she was looking 
for the music changes and more than as Jake as dancing.  
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  Based on table 4.11 the last  datum is 113/David/V1/00:18: 
14/C/In-dec. The commissives act occurred between David and 
Steve Andrew. Steve was sixty-three years old with his long 
green hair. Steve played the guitar while sang a song, he also 
asked the audience to sing together on stage. Unexpectedly, the 
audience sang along on the stage. Instantly the judges were 
surprised and waited for Steve’s performance finished. David 
rejected him by pressing the red button and revealed that Steve’s 
performance did not work out for him after previously David 
state to Steve that he was a nice guy but sorry because his talent 
did not belong to this show on another datum. 
2. How the judges of Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 perform their 
speech acts 
The judges have their way in uttering speech acts. The judges 
commonly use a verbal strategy. The verbal strategy means that the judges 
utter their speech act using direct and indirect speech act. In this research, 
the judges perform their speech act by using direct and indirect speech act. 
Moreover, every utterances that uttered by the judges has its form/structure 
which commonly known as three structural forms of the sentence or direct-
indirect, they are; declarative, imperative and interrogative.In this part, the 
researcher analyzed how the judges perform their speech act in judging 
after rejecting the participants in Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017. The 
table can be seen below : 
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Table 4.12. Findings the way of the judges perform speech act 
Type of speech 
act 
Direct speech act Indirect speech act 
Declara
tive 
Imper
ative 
Interr
ogativ
e 
Declar
ative 
Imperat
ive 
Interrog
ative 
Declarations 
 
1 - - - - - 
Representatives 
 
14 - 1 4 - - 
Expressives 
 
35 2 - 8 1 - 
Directives 
 
1 5 14 - 1 - 
Commissives 
 
38 1 - 8 - - 
Total 
89 8 15 20 2 - 
112 22 
 
From the 134 data, the researcher finds that 112 utterances 
performed in a direct speech act after the judges reject the participants by 
pressing the red button. Meanwhile, the rest twenty-two data are indirect 
speech act. 
Based on the structural form of a direct speech act, there are 
eighty-nine speech act in the form of declarative, eight speech act in the 
form of imperative, and fifteen speech act in the form of interrogative. 
Meanwhile, in an indirect speech act, there ares twenty speech act in the 
form of declarative, and two speech act in the form of imperative. This can 
be seen in table 4.12. above.  
a. Declarations 
The researcher finds one utterance which belongs to declarations 
act performed by the judges using direct speech act. For the 
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structural form of the utterance, the utterance is in the form of 
declarative. 
1) Using direct speech act in the form of declarative 
Datum 55/Simon/V6/00:06:21/D/Di-dec 
Simon: Watching you kick nothing it’s pointless. 
  Simon as the judges rejected a performance by a male 
contestant that showed a taekwondo skill. Simon utters his utterance 
in the form of declarative after watching the performance. 
b. Representatives 
The researcher finds fifteen data belongs to representatives acts 
performed by the judges in a direct speech act. For the structural 
form, the data consists of two different forms, there are fourteen data 
in the form of declarative and one datum in the form of interrogative. 
In an indirect speech act, the researcher finds four data belongs to 
representatives acts and the form of the utterances is in the form of 
declarative. 
1) Using direct speech act in the form of declarative 
Datum 78/Amanda/V2/00:01:54/R/Di-dec 
Amanda: You choose to show what’s your skills in front of the 
audience. 
  Amanda said to young male contestants who performed a 
very strange dance in front of the judges. She explained about his 
performance in a direct speech act and in the form of declarative. 
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2) Using direct speech act in the form of  interrogative 
Datum 46/Simon/V5/00:28:14/R/Di-int 
Simon: It’s a cat in the dustbin, isn’t it? 
Simon stated his utterance to a girl with a tiger costume that 
entered into dustbin. Simon emphasized that the girl performance 
only entering the dustbin and performed in a direct speech act in 
the form of interrogative. 
3) Using indirect speech act in the form of declarative 
Datum 103/Alesha/V1/00:33:45/R/In-dec 
Alesha: Based on your talent yes it’s probably deserve a bright but 
it didn’t blow me away. 
Alesha explained to Jake that he was talented, but his talent 
also did not belongs to the show.  Alesha said her utterance in an 
indirect speech and in the form of declarative. 
c. Expressives 
The researcher finds thirty-two data in the form of declarative 
and two data in the form of imperative that belongs to expressives 
acts performed by the judges in a direct speech act. In an indirect 
speech act, the researcher finds eight data in the form of declarative 
and one datum in the form of imperative belongs to expressives acts. 
1) Using direct speech act in the form of declarative 
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Datum 102/Alesha/V1/00:33:37/E/Di-dec 
Alesha: Jake! I like you. However, it actually fills over my 
imagination. 
 Alesha expressed to Jake that she liked his performance in 
directly and Alesa’s utterance performed in the form of 
declarative.  
2) Using direct speech act in the form of imperative 
Datum 81/Amanda/V2/00:02:05/E/Di-imp 
Amanda: This is show business! 
Amanda stated her feeling by saying to a male contestant that 
she could not do anything about the rejection because it was show 
business. Amanda stated her utterance in a direct speech act in the 
form of imperative. 
3) Using indirect speech act in the form of declarative 
Datum 112/David/V1/00:18:14/E/In-dec 
David: You seems like a nice guy and I’m sorry 
David said to Steve indirectly that he looked like a nice guy 
but David rejected him by saying an apologies. David stated his 
utterance in the form of declarative. 
4) Using indirect speech act in the form of imperative 
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Datum 85/Amanda/V2/00:11:31/E/In-imp 
Amanda: That so happy instrument, and you show no joy, no 
happiness, no emotion. You could be playing at somebody 
funeral. 
Amanda expressed to the participant that their performance 
was happy, but they shown no expression in their face and 
Amanda asked indirectly to the participants that they could be 
playing at somebody funeral. 
e. Directives 
The researcher finds one data in the form of declarative, five 
data in the form of imperative, and fourteen data in the form of 
interrogative that uttered in a direct speech act. Meanwhile, in a 
indirect speech act, the researcher finds one datum in the form of 
imperative. 
1) Using direct speech act in the form of declarative 
Datum 121/Piers/V5/00:25:46/Dir/Di-dec 
Piers: Emmm. Sir Wait. 
Piers asked the participant to stop the performance in a direct 
speech act. Piers said his utterance in the form of declarative to 
stop the performance after rejecting the performance. 
2) Using direct speech act in the form of imperative 
Datum 01/Simon/V1/00:17:31/Dir/Di-imp 
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Simon: That’s it. You can all go back to your seats now! 
Simon told to the audience that joined the participant singing at 
the stages in a direct speech act to make them back to their seats. 
Simon said his utterance in the form of imperative after reject the 
participant. 
3) Using direct speech act in the form of interrogative 
Datum 79/Amanda/V2/00:02:00/Dir/Di-int 
Amanda: What do we expect if it doesn’t go on your way? 
Amanda asked the participant in a direct speech act by 
emphasizing that she could do nothing if the performance did not 
go on his way. Amanda said her utterance in the form of the 
interrogative to make the participant realizing what he has done.  
4) Using indirect speech act in the form of imperative 
Datum 124/Piers/V5/00:28:04/Dir/In-imp 
Piers: A little begin to lose and leave me. 
Piers asked the participants to leave the stage in a indirect 
speech act by saying a little begin to lose and leave me to the 
participants. Piers said his utterance in the form of the imperative 
to order the participant leave the stage. 
f. Commissives 
The researcher finds thirty-eight data in the form of declarative, 
and one datum data in the form of imperative that uttered in a direct 
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speech act. Meanwhile, in a indirect speech act, the researcher finds 
eight data in the form of declarative. 
1) Using direct speech act in the form of declarative 
Datum 17/Simon/V1/00:49:43/C/Di-dec 
Simon: This is no for me. 
Simon directly rejected the participant by saying no and said his 
utterance in the form of declarative to the participants. 
2) Using direct speech act in the form of imperative 
Datum 26/Simon/V2/00:13:41/C/Di-imp 
Simon: Girls! here’s the deal, you sing, I judge. That’s the way 
girls. 
Simon said to the participants in a direct speech act. Simon 
said his utterance in the form of imperative to offer that the deal 
were the participants sang and Simon judged. 
3) Using indirect speech act in the form of declarative  
Datum 72/Amanda/V1/00:33:57/C/In-dec 
Amanda: I’m completely agree with Alesha. I was looking for 
the music changes, more than as he as dancing. 
Amanda performed her utterance in a indirect speech act. 
Amanda said her utterance in the form of declarative to hope the 
music changes more than the participants dance. 
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B. Discussion  
This subchapter presents the result of the research findings in the previous 
subchapter. This subchapter focuses on discussing the result of the research findings to find 
out the whole result of the analysis. The discussion is compiled based on the problem 
statement at stated in Chapter I. The first problem statement is to find out speech act occurs 
after the judges of  Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 reject the participants using types of 
speech act, theory by Searle's which was used by the judges after rejecting participants in 
judging by pressing a red button. The second problem statement is to find out how the 
judges perform their speech act by using direct and indirect speech act and categorized 
utterances based on the structural form of the sentence or type of the sentence. The result of 
the research finding can be seen in these following table of data :  
Types Of Speech  
Act 
Total 
Declarations 1 
Representatives  19 
Expressives  46 
Directives  21 
Commissives 47 
Table 4.13. Table of Speech act used by The judges after rejectingtheparticipants. 
Based on the analysis, the following finding can be drawn to the answer to the 
problem statement in Chapter I. The first problem statement is what speech act occurs after 
the judges reject the participant. To answer the first question the researcher employs Searle’s 
theory classification of speech act (1975) they are declarations act, representatives/assertives 
act, expressives act, and commissives act. On table 4.13. Table of speech act used by the 
judges after rejecting the participants, the researcher found that all types of speech act 
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occurred after the judges reject the participants. Commissives act dominating speech acts 
that occur after the judges reject the participant's audition of  Britain’s Got Talent 2017 by 
finding forty-seven data. Then, following by expressives act forty-six data, directives act 
twenty-one data, representatives/assertives act nineteen data. The type of speech act that is 
least used by the judges is declaration act by finding one datum. 
From the result based on table 4.13, the researcher found that commissives acts are 
the most frequent types that occurred. The result is caused by the context of the research 
object and the main point of this research. The object of this research is talent show, the 
context of talent show is competition that consisting of an entertainers performance by 
performing their talents in front of the judges, and the judges can give their opinion, 
suggestion, threat, vows, or directly give rejection to reject the participant. Whereas, the 
main point of this research is to find speech act occur after rejection decision by analyzing 
the utterance and rejection is one of the commissives act function. Because of these reasons, 
it can be seen that the judges have bold and decisive characters when uttering the utterance 
after rejecting the participant. 
Commissives act is a type of speech act that is used for commit the speaker to some 
future action and express what the speaker intends, they are promises, plans, vows, threats, 
offers, refusals, or pledges (Searle in Santoso, I., Sujatna, E. T. S., & Mahdi, S, 2014). For 
example, the first judges are Simon, Simon as the judges reject Jaywin because Jaywin 
dancing with a robot costume and find it so weird. Then, Simon presses the red button as a 
sign of his rejection and say that he would kick the performance by saying no. Simon’s 
utterance revealed that he firmly and immediately rejected Jaywin’s performance. 
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Table 4.14. Table of speech act occurs used by each Judge 
Locutor Types of Speech Act (Ʃ Data) Total 
Simon  
Declarataions (1), Representatives (15), 
Expressives (32), Directives (6), Commissives (16) 
70 
Amanda  
Representatives (2), Expressives (8), Directives (5), 
Commissives (14) 
29 
Alesha  
Representatives (1), Expressives (3), Directives (2), 
Commissives (6) 
12 
David  Expressives (1), Directives (1), Commissives (6) 8 
Piers  
Representatives (1), Expressives (2), Directives (6), 
Commissives (5)  
15 
Aside from finding the speech act occurs by all the judges, the researcher also finds 
the most frequent speech act occurs used by each judge. The researcher provides an 
explanation of the most frequent speech act occurs used by each judge. The explanation can 
be seen in this following table above. 
The first judges is Simon, from the result based on table 4.14Table of speech act 
occurs used by each Judge, the researcher found the most frequent speech act used by Simon 
afterrejecting the participant in audition of  Britain’s Got Talent 2017 is expressives act by 
finding thirty-two data. Following by commissives act sixteen data, representatives act 
fifteen data, directives act six data. The type of speech act that is least used by Simon is 
declaration act by finding one datum. The result is caused by Simon’s character. In this 
research the most frequent speech act used by Simon is expressives act. Simon’s characters 
are talkative and expressive. Usually those who have expressive characters are open minded, 
dramatic, enthusiastic, innovative and creative. Impulsive, spontaneous and very persuasive 
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but these expressive characters tend to be impatient, behave irrational, selfish, manipulative, 
reactive and sometimes can act or say harshly(Mustika Krindra, 2016, https : // 
www.hipwee.com / hiburan/ekspresif-dan-susah-menyembunyikan-perasaan-11-hal-ini-
pasti-sering - kamu-rasakan /,March 12𝑡ℎ 2016).Simon is the most talkative judges in the 
show, it can be seen from the data found by finding seventy data that uttered by him. In 
uttering his utterance Simon tends to be reactive and can act or say harshly to the participant. 
Because of his reactivity, Simon tends to be enthusiastic and spontaneous when watching 
participant performance. It makes him talkative and can act or say harshly to the 
participants. 
In Searle (1975) expressives act is those kinds of speech act that express as the name 
suggests and express a psychological state of the speaker. They include: apologizing, 
blaming, thanking, praising, congratulating, welcoming, and mocking. This is the example 
of Simon’s case in using expressives act after rejecting the participant, Simon as the judges 
reject Steve because Steve performs his talent like a joke and he is not serious in presenting 
his talent. Then, Simon press the red button as a sign of his rejection and said that Steve 
performance was terrible. Simon utterance revealed his reaction and express what he thought 
to Steve performance. 
Based on 4.14Table of speech act occurs used by each Judge, the next judges is 
Amanda. The researcher found the most frequent speech act used by Amanda after she 
rejects the participant in audition of  Britain’s Got Talent 2017 is commissives act by 
finding fourteen data. Then, following by expressives act eight data, directives act five data, 
and the least is representatives act by finding two data. The following finding can be drawn 
that Amanda’s character is firm and to the point after rejecting the participant in the show.  
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On the official fandom, it’s said that Amanda does not specialise in any particular talent, she 
has the most diverse taste of all the current Judges, and her view is often the most balanced, 
whilst also remaining professional.That also can be proven by the most frequent utterance 
that uttered by Amanda is a commisive act, besides that Amanda tends to directly reject the 
participant performance without giving a reaction or comment first. 
Generally, commissives act is used to express what the speakers intend, and they can 
promises, plans, vows, threats, offers, refusals, or pledges (Yule:1996). This is the example 
of commisives act that used by Amanda after rejecting the participant, Amanda as the judges 
reject Jakhie performance. Jakhie brought her three cats and read a poem about cats. 
Amanda presses the red button as a sign of her rejection, she rejects her performance without 
giving reaction or comment to Jakhi’s performance. Amanda precisely said no to Jakhie's 
performance. Amanda’s utterance revealed that she is firmly and properly reject the 
participant without giving reaction or comment first. 
Same with Amanda, the most frequent speech act used by Alesha is commissives act. 
It can be shown on table 4.14Table of speech act occurs used by each Judge. The researcher 
found the most frequent speech act used by Alesha after she rejects the participant in 
audition of  Britain’s Got Talent 2017 is commissives act by finding six data. Then, 
following by expressives act three data, directives act two data, and the least is 
representatives act by finding one datum. This is the example of Alesha’s case in using 
commissives act after rejecting the participant. Alesha as the judges reject Niel performance. 
Niel performing a weird dance and funny move in front of the judges. Alesha presses the red 
button as a sign of her rejection, same with Amanda, Alesha also rejects Niel performance 
without giving reaction or comment to his performance. Alesha precisely also said no to 
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Niel's performance. Alesha’s utterance revealed that her characters are decisive and 
precisely, it is proven by her utterance after rejecting the participant that uttered without 
giving reaction or comment first. 
Similar to Amanda and Alesha, the most frequent speech act used by David based on 
table 4.14Table of speech act occurs used by each Judge is commissives act. The researcher 
found commissives act is the most frequently used by David afterrejecting the participant in 
audition of  Britain’s Got Talent 2017 by finding six data.Following by directive and 
expressive act is one datum.In the official fandom David is known for his wacky sense of 
humour and often for giving a chance to 'novelty' acts or acts that other Judges have found 
un-talented but in the following data found David tends to use commissuve act.  For 
example, David as one of the judges rejects a male contestant who worked as a soldier. A 
soldier singing with EDM instrument. Then, David presses the red button as a sign of his 
rejection, like Amanda and Alesha, David also rejected a soldier performance without giving 
any comment or reaction. David properly said no to soldier’s performance and revealed that 
David’s character is decisive and to the point, it is proven by his data findings. 
The last judge is Piers, according to table 4.14Table of speech act occurs used by 
each Judge, the researcher found the most frequent speech act used by Piers after rejecting 
the participant in audition of  Britain’s Got Talent 2017 is directives act by finding seven 
data. Then, following by commissives act five data, expressive act two data, and the least is 
representatives act by finding one datum. These results can show Piers’s character, by 
knowing the most frequent speech act used by Piers it can be concluded that Piers’s 
character adjusts the situation and conditions that occur in the audition. The researcher finds 
that every utterance that uttered by Piers is to adjust the opinions of other judges and the 
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situation that occurs. Therefore, the researcher found the form of utterances uttered by Piers 
are questioning and ordering, but the most frequent is questioning. 
Searle (1975) defines in directives act, the judges try to stir or direct the hearer 
towards a particular act. They include: requesting, ordering, questioning, and advising. This 
is the example of directives act that used by Piers after rejecting the participant, Piers as the 
judges reject a performance by a woman that said her job is millionaire motivator. David 
presses the red button as a sign of her rejection after rejecting the participant Piers revealed 
his utterance by asking whether the contestant is a millionaire or not. Piers’s utterance shows 
that he is adjusting the situation or the context that occur.Based on the table 4.14 in this 
research, the researcher only describe the judges characters in judging after the judges 
rejecting the participants.The researcher concluded the judges’s characters based on attitude, 
character arcs, flaws, habits and patterns, traits, talents and ability, tastes, preferences, 
interests,and values (Haglund:2012) to find the numerous facets of the character’s 
personality. 
In this subchapter the researcher also finds the most frequent speech act occurs used 
by male and female judges. The researcher provides an explanation of the most frequent 
speech act occurs used by male and female judges to find out their characters. The first is the 
male judges, the male judges consist of Simon, David, and Piers.  
Table 4.15. Table of speech act occurs between male and female judges 
Male 
Judges 
Types of specch act 
Ʃ 
Data 
 
Female 
Judges 
Types of 
speech act 
Ʃ 
Data 
Simon, 
David, 
and Piers  
Declarations  
Representatives  
Expressives  
Directives  
Commissives 
1 
16 
35 
14 
27 
 
Amanda 
and 
Alesha  
Representatives  
Expressives  
Directives  
Commissive 
3 
11 
7 
20 
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According to table 4.15. Table of speech act occurs between male and female 
judges,the researcher unifies all the data findings from the male judges. The researcher finds 
that the most frequent speech act occurs used by the male judges after rejecting the 
participant in judging on the audition of  Britain’s Got Talent 2017 is expressives act by 
finding thirty-five data. Then, following by commissives act twenty-seven data, 
representatives act sixteen data, directives act fourteen data, and the least is declarations act 
by finding one datum. Expressive act is the most frequent speech act used by Simon, 
Commissives act is the most frequent used by David, and Directives act is the most frequent 
used by Piers. But, after uniting all the data foumd expressives act is the most frequent used 
by the male judges because of the data found by Simon utterances. So, Simon utterances is 
dominating the result of the characters by male judges. 
The result can describe the character of the male judges, the most frequent speech act 
used by the male judges after rejecting the participant is expressives act. Expressives act 
tends to be used to convey the feelings by the male judges by expressing their reaction to the 
participant's performance. The researcher concludes that male judges have talkative 
character and it can be proven with every reaction they show and straightway they will 
comment on the participant's performance based on their reaction.The researcher concluded 
the characters of male judges based on attitude, character arcs, flaws, habits and patterns, 
traits, talents and ability, tastes, preferences, interests,and values (Haglund:2012) to find the 
numerous facets of the character’s personality. In the official fandom of Britain’s Got Talent 
2017 there are some statement that said there are two of the three male judges that known 
Total   93  Total   41 
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for making blunt remarks to contestants he does not like but also known to support and give 
advice to singing talents in the competition and known for his wacky sense of humour and 
often for giving a chance to 'novelty' acts or acts that other Judges have found un-talented. 
They tend to convey their rejection, opinion, critisism, even mocking via their utterances and 
make them use many utterance and looks more talkative compared the female judges. 
Based on table 4.15. Table of speech act occurs between male and female judges, the 
female judges consists of Amanda and Alesha. The researcher unifies all the data findings 
from the female judges. The researcher finds that the most frequent speech act occurs used 
by the female judges after rejecting the participant in the audition of  Britain’s Got Talent 
2017 is commissives act by finding twenty data. Following by expressives act eleven data, 
directives act seven data, and the least is representatives act by finding three data. 
Coommissives act is the most frequent used by Amanda, as well as Alesha Commissive act 
is the most frequent used by her. After uniting all the data found Commissive act is the most 
frequent used by the female judges because Amanda and Alesha tends to use Commissive 
act and dominating the result of the characters by female judges.    
From the result based on table 4.15. Table of speech act occurs between male and 
female judges, the researcher found that commissives acts are the most frequent types that 
occurred. As mentioned above before, that the result is caused by the context of the research 
object and the main point of this research. Because of those reasons mentioned above, it can 
be seen that the female judges have bold and decisive characters when uttering the utterance 
after rejecting the participant. This can be proven by the findings of the data in the 
commissives act that the most frequent female judges reject the participants directly without 
giving a reason or reaction first. In the official fandom of Britain’s Got Talent 2017 there are 
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some statement about Amanda and Alesha characters which saidAmanda does not specialise 
in any particular talent, she has the most diverse taste of all the current Judges, and her view 
is often the most balanced, whilst also remaining professional. As well for Alesha known for 
her professional opinion about the participants in the audition. Amanda and Alesha tend to 
convey their rejection with short and clear words without giving an opinion. So, in giving 
rejection to the participants the female judges is more decisive and clear. 
Based on the findings in the previous subchapter before, can be drawn to the answer 
to the problem statement in Chapter I. The first problem statement was discussed above. 
Hereafter, the second problem statement is to find out how the judges of Britain’s Got 
Talent Audition 2017 perform their speech acts. To answer the second problem statement the 
researcher employs Searle’s theory of direct-indirect speech act (1975) and categorized the 
utterance based on the structural form of the sentence or type of the sentence, they are 
declarative, imperative, and interrogative. Below is table between direct speech act and 
indirect speech act : 
Table 4.16. Table of how the judges perform their speech act after rejecting the participants using direct-
indirect. 
 
 
 
 
 
No 
Direct Speech 
Act 
Ʃ 
Data 
 
No 
Indirect Speech 
Act 
Ʃ 
Data 
1 Declarations (1 dec) 1 1 Declarations  - 
2 
Representatives 
(14 dec, 1 int) 
15 2 Representatives (4 dec) 4 
3 Expressives (35 Dec, 2 imps) 37 3 
Expressives(8 dec, 1 
imp) 
9 
4 
Directives (1 dec, 14 int, 5 
imp) 
20 4 Directives (1 imp) 1 
5 Commissives (38 dec, 1 imp) 39  5 Commissives (8 Dec) 8 
Total 112  Total 22 
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On table 4.16. table of how the judges perform their speech act after rejected the 
participants using direct-indirect, the researcher found that the judges perform their speech 
act using direct and indirect speech act. In performing their speech act, the researcher 
categorized each type of speech act occur in the three structural forms of direct-indirect 
speech act. The researcher found that all types of speech act occurred after the judges reject 
the participants are performed in a direct speech act, while in an indirect speech act there are 
only four types of speech act occurred. 
The researcher found direct speech act is the most frequently used by the judges in 
performing their speech act occurs by finding 112 data, and twenty-two data performed in an 
indirect speech act. In a direct speech acts, declarative form is the most frequently used by 
the judges by finding eighty-nine data, following by interrogative form fifteen data, and the 
least is imperative form by finding eight data. Meanwhile, in an indirect speech act, the 
judges only use two structural forms they are declarative and imperative. The researcher 
found declarative form also the most frequently used by the judges by finding twenty data 
and imperative two data. 
From the result based on table 4.16, the researcher found that direct speech act is the 
most frequently used by the judges to perform their speech act. This result is caused by the 
context of the object of this research and the function of direct speech act itself. The context 
of the object of this research is a show consisting of judges and participants. The participants 
perform their talents in front of the judges, and the judges judging and commenting on the 
participants' performances. Whereas direct speech act is utterance that used in accordance 
with its intended use, ie the question sentence is used to ask something or the form of 
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interrogative, a statement  or the form of declarative is used to tell something and the 
command sentence or imperative form is used to express an order, invitation, or request. 
For example, on the datum 22/Simon/V2/00:10:38/R/Di-dec Simon as the judges 
explaining his statement to the participant that the reason there is no one as ever being 
successful playing tambourine before because of the quite instruments. His statement 
revealed the function of direct speech act is used in accordance with its intended use, that is 
declarative that used to tell something by explaining the participant performance. 
Meanwhile, in an indirect speech act, the researcher found twenty data used by the 
judges in performing their speech act occurs. Similar to direct speech act the result is caused 
by the context of the object of this research and the function of indirect speech act itself. As 
stated above, the context of the object of this research is a show consisting of judges and 
participants. The participants perform their talents in front of the judges, and the judges 
judging and commenting the participants' performances. While indirect speech act is the 
utterance that is used not in accordance with the use of the utterance, that is if the question 
sentence is used to order or statement is used to ask and so on. 
For example, on the datum 85/Amanda/V2/00:11:31/E/In-imp Amanda as one the 
judges telling to the participant that the performance is so happy instrument, but the 
participant shows no joy, no happiness, no emotion, and Amanda adding his statement that 
the participant could be playing at somebody funeral. Amanda’s statement revealed the 
function of indirect speech act is used not in accordance with the use of the utterance, that is 
statement in the form of declarative but the use is to order the participant. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 This chapter explains the conclusion and suggestion for this research. The 
conclusion provides a summary of all research findings and discussions in these 
previous chapters. The suggestion provides the researcher’s important argumentation 
of both English Letters students and next researcher. 
A. Conclusion 
This research investigates the use of speech act and how all the judges perform 
their speech act in Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017. The aims of this investigation 
are to know what types of speech act occurs after the judges rejects the 
participants/contestants by pressing the red button based on the judge's utterances and 
to know how the judges perform their speech act by using direct and indirect speech 
act and organizing the utterances using the structural form of utterances. 
The researcher concludes the types of speech act by the judges consists of five 
types: declarations, representatives/assertives, expressives, directives, and 
commissives. In the direct speech act, the judges perform declarations act, 
representatives/assertives act, expressives act, directives act, and commissives act. 
Meanwhile, in indirect speech act the judges performs representatives/assertives act, 
expressives act, directives act, and commissives act. The structural form of the 
judge's utterances is declarative, interrogative, and imperative. 
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In the declaration act, only Simon that produces an utterance. However, 
representatives/assertives act, expressives act, directives act, and commissives act are 
used by all the judges to produces an utterance. The most frequent used by the judges 
is commissives act, it refers to the judges intend to refuse and commit future action. 
There are forty-seven data from the judge's utterances categorized as commissives 
act. The next is expressives act which refers to what the judges feel after they 
watched the participants performance in producing an utterance. There are forty-six 
data that showed this type. Then, the judge's utterances which are categorized as 
directives act consists of twenty-one data. This type is to order or ask the participants 
or contestants to do something for the judges. The next is reprsentatives/assertives 
act, it refers to the judge's belief as to the true condition in the audition. There are 
nineteen data from the judge's utterances categorized as representatives/assertives act. 
The last is declarations act that has function to change the world via utterance. There 
is one datum showed this type. 
In analyzing speech act, the judges also have their tendency whenever utters the 
utterances after rejecting the participants. Simon tends to use expressives acts in 
producing his utterance and found out that his character is talkative and expressive. 
Amanda clearly tends to use commissives act in rejecting the participant and produce 
its utterance, it means that she has decisive and to the point character. Same with 
Amanda, Alesha expresses her tendency using commissives act to produce an 
utterance to reject the participants and found out that her character is decisive and to 
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the point. Different from Simon, David character is decisive and to the point because 
he tends to use commissives act in producing an utterance. While Piers tends to use 
directives act to produce his utterances in rejecting the participants, his character 
adjusts the situation and conditions that occur in the audition. 
The researcher also compares the tendencies of the judges based on male and 
female judges. The male judges consist of three persons, Simon, David, and Piers. 
After the data found, the male judges tend to use expressives act in producing their 
utterances, after they reject the participants. The researcher finds that the character of 
the male judges is talkative and expressive. Meanwhile, the female judges, Amanda 
and Alesha tend to use commissives act in producing their utterances and found out 
that the female character is decisive and to the point. 
The last, the researcher can conclude that the judges use all the types of speech 
act. In performing their speech act, the judges more direct compared to indirect. The 
judges also use a more declarative form of utterance more than interrogative and 
imperative form. Moreover, all the judges have their individual tendencies to use 
speech act in producing an utterance that used to reject the participants. Furthermore, 
regarding the use of speech act based on the male and female judges in producing an 
utterance, the researcher found out that the male judges frequently use expressives act 
because they tend to express their feeling and giving reaction to reveal their refusals 
by using words like terrible, amazing, bad, worst, etc. It means the character’s of the 
male judges are talkative and expressives. While, the female judges tend to use 
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commissives act because, in the show, the female judges more directly to reject the 
participants without giving reaction or comment. When the female judges do not like 
the performance or the performance inappropriate, they will directly say no. It 
concluded that the character’s of the female judges are decisive and to the point. 
B. Suggestion 
The last, the researcher gives some suggestion for the next researcher or those 
who interested in the analysis of the utterance in the talent show especially speech 
act. Hope this may be useful for the next researcher or those who interested in this 
topic. For the students and for those who interested in this subject and the talent show 
as the object, they should enrich the study of speech act by investigating different and 
various object and also explore further about the analysis. In analyzing this object 
they have to master the theory that used, for example, this research use theory of 
speech act by Searle, so the researcher has to know the theory of Austen and Searle 
because their theory is related to each other. They should understand deeply the 
differences in each type of speech acts and its aspects. 
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APPENDICES
  
APPENDIX 1 
Table of Speech Act Occurs by The Judges and How The Judges Perform Their Speech Act After Rejecting The Participants 
D : Declarative 
Im : Imperative 
In : Interrogative 
 
N
o 
 
Locutor 
Speech Acts 
Total 
Utteranc
es   
Declarations Representatives Expressives Directives Commissives 
Direct Indirect Direct Indirect Direct Indirect Direct Indirect Direct Indirect 
D 
I
m 
In D 
I
m 
In D 
I
m 
In D 
I
m 
In D 
I
m 
In D 
I
m 
In D 
I
m 
In D 
I
m 
In D 
I
m 
In D 
I
m 
In 
1 Simon 1 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 1 2 0 0 27 0 1 4 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 12 1 0 3 0 0 70  
2 Amanda 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 2 1 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 10 0 0 4 0 0 29 
3 Alesha 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 12 
4 David 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 0 8 
5 Peirs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 15 
Total  
1 0 15 4 37 9 20 1 39 8 
134 
1 19 46 21 47 
 
  
APPENDIX  2 
 
Profile of The Judges (Locutor) 
 
1. Simon Cowell 
Simon Phillip Cowell was born on October 7, 1959 in  
London, England. Simon Cowell is a record producer 
and television personality, known for his scathing 
critical remarks as a judge on the television show. 
Cowell starts his career in the music industry working 
in the mailroom at EMI Music Publishing. He works 
as a record producer, talent scout and consultant within 
the music industry before producing the hit British TV 
show Pop Idol and its U.S. counterpart, American Idol. 
As well as judging on Britain’s Got Talent, Simon has 
been a judge on numerous shows. 
 
 
 
2. David William 
David Edward William was born on August 20, 1971 in 
London, Englad. David William was known as a 
British actor, comedian, author, talent show judge and 
television presenter. Since 2012 Walliam has been a 
judge on the ITV talent show Britain's Got Talent. 
However, David is also fan of comedy and is one of the 
first judges to give his opinion on comic acts. He also 
wrote and starred in two series of the BBC Onesitcom 
Big School, he starred as Tommy Beresford in the BBC 
series Partners in Crime based on the Tommy and 
Tuppence novels by Agatha Christie. Walliams also a 
writer of children's books. He has sold more than 12.5 
million copies and his books have been translated into 
46 languages. He has been described as "the fastest 
growing children's author in the UK" and his literary style has been compared to that of 
Roald Dahl. 
  
3.  Amanda Holden 
Amanda Holden was born on February 16, 1971 in 
Bishop’s Waltham, Hampshire, Enland as Amanda 
Louise Holden. She is an actress known for Wild at Heart 
(2006), Marple (2004) and Jonathan Creek (1997). 
Amanda also trained to be an actress for three years at 
London’s Mountview Theatre School and her first TV 
appearance was in 1990 at the age of 19 as an 
unsuccessful contestant on Cilla Black’s dating game 
show Blind Date (1985). She also 26 known as a judge on 
ITV's Britain's Got Talent since the show began in 2006. 
 
 
 
 
4. Alesha Dixon 
Alesha Anjanette Dixon was born on October 7, 1978 in 
Wlwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, England. She is an 
English singer, dancer, rapper, model and television 
presenter. Alesha was famous for being a member of 
British Girlgroup Mis-Teeq and being crowned dancing 
queen on Strictly Come Dancing. On Britain's Got 
Talent, Alesha is known for her love of dance, therefore a 
number of her favourite acts are dance acts, and she is 
often asked for her professional opinion on dancer. 
 
 
 
5. Piers Morgan 
 
Piers Morgan, born as Piers Stefan O'Meara, is a British 
journalist and TV personality who currently serves as a 
presenter of the shows ‘Good Morning Britain’ and ‘Piers 
Morgan's Life Stories’. He was born on March 30, 1965 in 
Newick, Sussex, England. He works as the editorial director 
of the British children newspaper ‘First News.’ He is the 
winner of the 7th season of the US version of ‘The Celebrity 
Apprentice’ and has also served as a judge on ‘Britain's Got 
Talent’ and ‘America's Got Talent’ in the past and he has 
authored several books, including four volumes of memoirs. 
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APPENDIX 4 
 
Dec : declarative 
Imp : imperative 
Int : interrogative 
 
1. Data findings of the first Judges in Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 
Locutor Context Coding Data Utterances 
Types of 
Speech  Act 
Direct 
Speech 
Act 
Indirect 
Speech 
Act 
D
e
c 
I
m
p 
I
n
t 
D
e
c 
I
m
p 
I
n
t 
Simon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There was a 
contestant named 
Steve Andrew who 
was sixty three years 
old with his long 
green hair. He 
played a guitar and 
sang a song entitled 
“stand by me”, but 
the judges quickly 
rejected it by 
pressing the red 
button because the 
Datum 
01/Simon/V1/00:17:31/Dir/Di-imp 
That’s it. You can 
all go back to your 
seats now! 
Directives  √     
Datum 
02/Simon/V1/00:17:45/E/Di-dec 
You’re terrible Expressives  √      
Datum 
03/Simon/V1/00:17:46/E/Di-dec 
You’re horrible Expressives √      
Datum 
04/Simon/V1/00:17:48/E/Di-dec 
You’re out of the 
tune 
Expressives √      
Datum 
05/Simon/V1/00:17:49/E/Di-dec 
You’re singing the 
wrong words 
Expressives √      
  
 
 
 
 
 
judges considered 
his performance as a 
joke and not a talent. 
Datum 
06/Simon/V1/00:17:56/E/Di-dec 
You’re really bad Expressives √      
Datum 
07/Simon/V1/00:17:57/E/Di-dec 
Hate what you’re 
wearing 
Expressives √      
Datum 
08/Simon/V1/00:18:00/E/Di-dec 
Horrible.. 
Horrible.. 
Horrible.. 
Expressives √      
Datum 
09/Simon/V1/00:18:01/E/Di-dec 
You ruined it Expressives √      
Datum 
10/Simon/V1/00:18:03/E/Di-dec 
You’re bad Expressives √      
Datum 
11/Simon/V1/00:18:04/E/Di-dec 
You’re the worst Expressives √      
Datum 
12/Simon/V1/00:18:09/E/Di-dec 
I like you. Expressives √      
Datum 
13/Simon/V1/00:18:21/E/Di-dec 
It’s nice to meet 
you. Thankyou. 
Expressives √      
 
There was a 
contestant named 
jake, he was twenty 
seven years old. He 
performed a pretty 
good performance 
with his dance but 
the judges were not 
Datum 
14/Simon/V1/00:34:06/C/In-dec 
I think you’re very 
nice guy, is this 
something I’m 
gonna remember 
in all this time and 
the answer, I’m 
afraid, is no. 
Comissives    √   
  
quite satisfied with 
his performance, 
and some of the 
judges rejected him. 
Datum 
15/Simon/V1/00:34:47/R/In-dec 
Jake, I’m gonna 
have to say based 
on the fact I’ve 
seen better.  
Representative
s /Assertives 
   √   
 
There was a 
contestant named 
mark, he was fifty-
seven years old, he 
performed his solo 
clarinet show. His 
appearance was 
pretty good but 
some of the judges 
rejected him. 
Datum 
16/Simon/V1/00:49:43/R/In-dec 
It’s not the sort of 
thing I would want 
to sit through for 
much longer than 
about a minute.  
Representative
s/Assertives 
   √   
Datum 
17/Simon/V1/00:49:43/C/Di-dec 
This is no for me. Commissives  √      
  
 
There were quite 
young male 
contestants who 
performed a very 
strange dance in 
front of the judges. 
The judges quickly 
pressed the red 
button before his 
performance was 
finished. This male 
contestant was 
angry because his 
performancewas 
stopped by the 
judges, and then he 
cursed in front of 
the judges and the 
audience. 
Datum 
18/Simon/V2/00:00:31/E/Di-int 
Ok, we look that 
the true is you are 
completely 
absolutely useless, 
right? 
Expressives    √    
Datum 
19/Simon/V2/00:00:36/C/Di-dec 
Absolutely, no. Commissives  √      
This is the 
appearance of two 
women named 
candy and cats, they 
perform a 
tambourine 
instruments. Their 
appearance was very 
below the 
expectations of the 
Datum 
20/Simon/V2/00:10:33/E/Di-dec 
I’m gonna be 
honest with you 
girls, I like you. 
But everythings 
was wrong. 
Expressives √      
Datum 
21/Simon/V2/00:10:38/E/Di-dec 
What were you 
wearing, the music 
was terrible,  
Expressives  √      
  
judges. 
Datum 
22/Simon/V2/00:10:38/R/Di-dec 
and it’s the reason 
why no one as ever 
being succesfull 
playing 
tambourine before 
because the quite 
instruments. 
Representative
s/Assertives 
√      
Datum 
23/Simon/V2/00:11:42/C/Di-dec 
It’s gonna be no. Commissives  √      
There is 
performance by 
three girls, they sing 
out of the tune. The 
judges quickly 
rejected them by 
pressing the red 
button. After that, 
the three girls seems 
angry with the 
judges and answer 
all of the comment 
by the judges. 
Datum 
24/Simon/V2/00:13:25/Dir/Di-int 
Girls, can I be 
honest with you?  
Directives    √    
Datum 
25/Simon/V2/00:13:25/E/Di-dec 
It’s one of the 
worst group I’ve 
ever heard in my 
life. 
Expressives  √      
Datum 
26/Simon/V2/00:13:41/C/Di-imp 
Girls! here’s the 
deal, you sing, I 
judge. That’s the 
way girls. 
Commissives   √     
Datum 
27/Simon/V2/00:14:09/E/Di-dec 
Girls, you sounded 
like three cats 
being dragged by 
the mouse away. 
Expressives  √      
  
Datum 
28/Simon/V2/00:14:16/E/Di-dec 
It was just awfull. 
And I can’t 
compare yourself 
with the spice 
girls. It’s crazy! 
Expressives √      
This is the dancing 
performance by two 
women. They 
dancing and 
painting in the same 
time and make it 
look so weird. 
Datum 
29/Simon/V3/00:02:35/E/Di-dec 
It was a dancing 
with a mad faces, 
I think it was like 
crazy.  
Expressives √      
Datum 
30/Simon/V3/00:02:35/C/Di-dec 
So I’m gonna say 
no. Thankyou 
Commissives  √      
This is a weird 
performance by 
Richard. He just 
playing with his 
mouth and produce 
some noises.  
Datum 
31/Simon/V3/00:03:46/E/Di-dec 
Honestly, I think 
that you doing 
something with 
noises. 
Expressives √      
This is performance 
by jaywin, he sing 
with robot costume. 
Datum 
32/Simon/V4/00:04:15/R/Di-dec 
I don’t get this. 
The robot can’t 
sing. 
Representative
s/ Assertives 
√      
Datum 
33/Simon/V4/00:04:21/C/Di-dec 
I’m gonna kick 
this off with a no. 
Commissives  √      
  
This is singing 
group performance, 
and quite good. But 
Simon rejected this 
performance. 
 
Datum 
34/Simon/V4/00:07:26/E/In-dec 
I feel like I’m in 
some weird today. 
Expressives    √   
Datum 
35/Simon/V4/00:07:30/R/Di-dec 
It’s like when you 
get a band back 
together again, but 
the band’s been 
put in a food 
mixer. 
Representative
s/ Assertives 
√      
This is performance 
by irsya, he is fifty 
seven years old. He 
shows the judges 
and the audience 
with impressionist 
skill. 
Datum 
36/Simon/V4/00:26:09/E/Di-dec 
You are.. I’m not 
kidding here, 
you’re the worst 
impressionist on 
this show in eleven 
years. 
Expressives  √      
Datum 
37/Simon/V4/00:26:16/C/Di-dec 
I’m gonna say no. Commissives  √      
This is weird 
performance by 
David William, he is 
sixty six years old. 
He sing and playing 
ashtray.  
Datum 
38/Simon/V5/00:04:26/Dir/Di-int 
What else that you 
expected? 
Directives   √    
Datum 
39/Simon/V5/00:04:37/Dir/Di-int 
David... it is what 
it is? 
Directives   √    
Datum 
40/Simon/V5/00:04:41/R/Di-dec 
You are bashing 
an ashtray with 
this statuesque, 
this nothing much 
more say to that. 
Representative
s/Assertives 
√      
  
This is weird 
performance by a 
male group that 
dancing with ballet 
costume while 
riding bicycle. 
Datum 
41/Simon/V5/00:05:15/C/Di-dec 
No! Commissives  √      
This is performance 
by Mrs. Pungle and 
her children. They 
sing a song with 
miserable 
expression. 
Datum 
42/Simon/V5/00:05:44/E/In-dec 
You look happy 
Mrs. Pungle and 
they looking 
completely 
miserable. 
Expressives     √   
This is performance 
by a woman with 
her three pigs. 
Datum 
43/Simon/V5/00:15:55/R/Di-dec 
He is not playing 
the piano, that you 
know he just 
walking on it. 
Representative
s/Assertives 
√      
Datum 
44/Simon/V5/00:16:01/R/Di-dec 
And it’s.. it’s.. I 
know it’s a pig. 
Representative
s/Assertives 
√      
This is performance 
by a father and 
daughter. They 
playing a quite 
dengerous 
performance with 
fire and arrow. 
Datum 
45/Simon/V5/00:25:59/R/Di-dec 
We stop you 
because we think 
you’re about to 
murderer your 
daughter. 
Representative
s/Assertives 
√      
This is performance 
by a girl with tiger 
Datum 
46/Simon/V5/00:28:14/R/Di-int 
It’s cat in the 
dusbin, isn’t it? 
Representative
s/Assertives 
  √    
  
costume that enter in 
to dusbin. 
Datum 
47/Simon/V5/00:28:16/C/Di-dec 
So I’m gonna say 
Not. 
Commissives  √      
This is cute 
performance by a 
child who playing 
with his ears and 
produce a sound   
Datum 
48/Simon/V5/00:28:52/E/Di-dec 
This disturbingly. Expressives √      
There is male 
contestant, his name 
is John. His 
performance is 
playing with puppet.  
Datum 
49/Simon/V6/00:04:35/R/Di-dec 
Alright John, you 
may about newbie 
doing this three 
weeks,  
Representative
s/ Assertives 
√      
Datum 
50/Simon/V6/00:04:35/E/Di-dec 
but you are the 
worst for the first 
time in the world. 
Expressives  √      
Datum 
51/Simon/V6/00:04:47/R/Di-dec 
Believe it or not 
the idea of doing 
this is that you 
don’t open your 
mouth. 
Representative
s/ Assertives 
√      
Datum 
52/Simon/V6/00:04:54/E/Di-dec 
It’s  fact, your 
mouth was open 
wide than the 
dumb ways. 
Expressives  √      
Datum 
53/Simon/V6/00:05:12/C/Di-dec 
It’s no thankyou 
very much. 
Commissives  √      
  
This is performance 
by a woman who is 
old enough. She said  
that her talent is 
making the judges 
laugh. 
Datum 
54/Simon/V6/00:06:10/E/In-dec 
It’s hard. You’re 
being old fashion 
fifty years a go. 
Expressives     √   
This is performance 
by a male contestant 
that shows a 
taekwondo skill. 
Datum 
55/Simon/V6/00:06:21/D/Di-dec 
Watching you kick 
nothing it’s 
pointless. 
Declarations √      
This is performance 
by a woman that her 
talent is a millionair 
motivator. 
Datum 
56/Simon/V6/00:06:52/C/Di-dec 
It’s no. Thankyou. Commissives  √      
This is performance 
by Noma who is 
seventy years old 
and old enough and 
she said that she 
gonna do Rap. 
Datum 
57/Simon/V6/00:16:10/C/In-dec 
I couldn’t disagree 
more. 
Commissives     √   
Datum 
58/Simon/V6/00:16:16/R/D/Di-dec 
I think there are 
shouldn’t things 
ladies in your age 
shouldn’t be doing 
and act. 
Representative
s/ Assertives 
√      
Datum 
59/Simon/V6/00:16:20/C/In-dec 
And surely hopes 
of this show is to 
find and act to 
performance from 
to the role of 
family. 
Commissives    √   
Datum I resounding No. Commissives  √      
  
60/Simon/V6/00:16:39/C/Di-dec 
This is performance 
by Jakhie, she 
brought her three 
cats and reading a 
poet about cat. 
Datum 
61/Simon/V6/00:25:39/E/Di-dec 
Jakhie, It was 
pretty ridiculous. 
Expressives √      
Datum 
62/Simon/V6/00:25:45/R/Di-dec 
It’s you with two 
cats reading a 
poem about the 
cat. 
Representative
s/Assertives 
√      
Datum 
63/Simon/V6/00:25:59/Dir/Di-int 
What’s the point 
of the cat? 
Directives   √    
Datum 
64/Simon/V6/00:26:15/C/Di-dec 
No. Commissives  √      
This is performance 
by a woman that 
brought her dog and 
say that her dog is 
dancing. 
Datum 
65/Simon/V6/00:27:05/R/Di-dec 
He didn’t look like 
dancing. 
Representative
s/Assertives 
√      
There is dancing 
performance by a 
woman, but she 
dance with her 
pony. 
Datum 
66/Simon/V6/00:28:07/E/Di-dec 
Yes, weird. Expressives  √      
This is performance 
by a couple that 
doing trick and 
weird dancing. 
Datum 
67/Simon/V6/00:36:55/E/In-dec 
Well, it was very 
good trick. I’m 
gonna give you 
that I have no idea 
what are you did 
it. 
Expressives    √   
  
Datum 
68/Simon/V6/00:37:01/E/Di-dec 
Number one is the 
weird face that you 
build. I dont’t care 
that. 
Expressives √      
Datum 
69/Simon/V6/00:37:08/E/Di-dec 
Secondly, the 
crazy dancing at 
the end. I don’t 
understand that. 
Expressives √      
Datum 
70/Simon/V6/00:37:13/Dir/Di-int 
Whose ideas was 
that to do the 
dancing? 
Directives   √    
 
  
 
2. Data findings of the second Judges in Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 
Locutor Context Coding Data Utterances 
Types of 
Speech  Act 
Direct 
Speech 
Act 
Indirect 
Speech 
Act 
D
e
c 
I
m
p 
I
n
t 
D
e
c 
I
m
p 
I
n
t 
Amanda  
There was a 
contestant named 
Steve Andrew who 
was sixty three years 
old with his long 
green hair. He 
played a guitar and 
sang a song entitled 
“stand by me”, but 
the judges quickly 
rejected it by 
pressing the red 
button because the 
judges considered 
his performance as a 
joke and not a talent. 
Datum 
71/Amanda/V1/00:18:18/C/Di-
dec 
It’s no for me today. Commissives  √      
  
 
There was a 
contestant named 
jake, he was twenty-
seven years old. He 
performed a pretty 
good performance 
with his dance but 
the judges were not 
quite satisfied with 
his performance, 
and some of the 
judges rejected him. 
Datum 
72/Amanda/V1/00:33:57/C/In-
dec 
I’m completely 
agree with Alesha. I 
was looking for the 
music changes, 
more than as he as 
dancing. 
Commissives     √   
Datum 
73/Amanda/V1/00:35:20/C/In-
dec 
The most important 
thing about Britain’s 
Got Talent and this 
being our eleven 
season, so we have 
to keep pushing 
forward. 
Commissives     √   
Datum 
74/Amanda/V1/00:35:20/Dir/Di
-imp 
We have to get 
better and better and 
better! 
Directives  √     
Datum 
75/Amanda/V1/00:35:29/C/Di-
dec 
So today I’m gonna 
say no. 
Commissives  √      
  
 
There was a 
contestant named 
mark, he was fifty-
seven years old, he 
performed his solo 
clarinet show. His 
appearance was 
pretty good but 
some of the judges 
rejected him. 
Datum 
76/Amanda/V1/00:49:36/C/Di-
dec 
Mark.. I’m gonna 
kick this off with a 
no. 
Commissives  √      
 
There were quite 
young male 
contestants who 
performed a very 
strange dance in 
front of the judges. 
The judges quickly 
pressed the red 
button before his 
performance was 
finished. This male 
contestant was 
angry because his 
performancewas 
stopped by the 
judges, and then he 
cursed in front of 
Datum 
77/Amanda/V2/00:01:55/Dir/Di
-imp 
But listen to me! 
you choose to come 
here today. 
Directives   √     
Datum 
78/Amanda/V2/00:01:54/R/Di-
dec 
You choose to 
shows what’s your 
skills in front of the 
audience. 
Representati
ves/Assertive
s  
√      
Datum 
79/Amanda/V2/00:02:00/Dir/Di
-int 
What do we expect 
if it doesn’t go on 
your way? 
Directives   √    
Datum 
80/Amanda/V2/00:02:03/C/Di-
dec 
It’s no always gonna 
go your way. 
Commissives  √      
  
the judges and the 
audience. 
Datum 
81/Amanda/V2/00:02:05/E/Di-
imp 
This is show 
business! 
Expressives   √     
This is performance 
by arren, he sang a 
song called "Let it 
Go" which is ost 
from "Frozen" 
movie. When he 
sang the judges and 
the audience felt 
shocked and funny 
because he sang it in 
the underground 
genre.  
Datum 
82/Amanda/V2/00:04:08/Dir/Di
-imp 
Get out! Directives  √     
This is an 
appearance of a 
soldier, he sang a 
song with edm 
instrument. Quickly 
the judges rejected it 
and assumed that it 
was not a talent. 
Datum 
83/Amanda/V2/00:07:22/C/Di-
dec 
It’s no for me. Commissives  √      
This is an 
appearance of sixty 
eight years old male 
who named Niel, he 
dances a dance that 
is quite strange and 
the judges directly 
rejects it. 
Datum 
84/Amanda/V2/00:08:31/C/Di-
dec 
No Commissives  √      
  
This is the 
appearance of two 
women named 
candy and cats, they 
perform a 
tambourine 
instruments. their 
appearance was very 
below the 
expectations of the 
judges. 
Datum 
85/Amanda/V2/00:11:31/E/In-
imp 
That so happy 
instrument, and you 
show no joy, no 
happiness, no 
emotion. You could 
be playing at 
somebody funeral. 
Expressives      √  
Datum 
86/Amanda/V2/00:11:46/C/Di-
dec 
It’s no today girls. Commissives  √      
There is 
performance by 
three girls, they sing 
out of the tune. The 
judges quickly 
rejected them by 
pressing the red 
button. After that, 
the three girls seems 
angry with the 
judges and answer 
all of the comment 
by the judges. 
Datum 
87/Amanda/V2/00:13:56/E/Di-
dec 
You all crowded! Expressives  √      
This is performance 
by irsya, he is fifty 
seven years old. He 
shows the judges 
and the audience 
with impressionist 
skill. 
Datum 
88/Amanda/V4/00:26:20/E/Di-
dec 
I have to say that 
you are very very 
very funny. But it’s 
not the reason I’m 
gonna say yes. 
Expressives  √      
  
This is performance 
by a father and 
daughter. They 
playing a quite 
dengerous 
performance with 
fire and arrow. 
Datum 
89/Amanda/V5/00:26:40/R/Di-
dec 
I understand that 
you’re nerveous and 
I understand you can 
probably entertain 
people with this act. 
Representati
ves/Assertive
s  
√      
Datum 
90/Amanda/V5/00:26:46/E/Di-
dec 
But we were not 
entertained today. I 
was just worry, I 
was worry for you. 
Expressives √      
Datum 
91/Amanda/V5/00:26:55/C/Di-
dec 
It’s no for me. Commissives  √      
This is performance 
by a comedian 
magician that shows 
to the judges a weird 
act. 
Datum 
92/Amanda/V5/00:28:35/E/Di-
dec 
You rubbish. Expressives  √      
There is male 
contestant, his name 
is John. His 
performance is 
playing with puppet.  
Datum 
93/Amanda/V6/00:05:07/C/Di-
dec 
No. Commissives  √      
Datum 
94/Amanda/V6/00:05:09/E/In-
dec 
You lovely but you 
rubbish. 
Expressives     √   
This is performance 
by a woman that her 
talent is a millionair 
motivator. 
Datum 
95/Amanda/V6/00:06:47/C/In-
dec 
I don’t think quite 
nice to know. Sure 
no! 
Commissives     √   
  
This is performance 
by Jakhie, she 
brought her three 
cats and reading a 
poet about cat. 
Datum 
96/Amanda/V6/00:26:18/C/Di-
dec 
It’s no for me. Commissives  √      
There is dancing 
performance by a 
woman, but she 
dance with her 
pony. 
Datum 
97/Amanda/V6/00:28:04/Dir/Di
-int 
You dance with that 
pony? 
Directives   √    
This is performance 
by a couple that 
doing trick and 
weird dancing. 
Datum 
98/Amanda/V6/00:37:29/C/In-
dec 
I completely agree 
with Simon with the 
dancing  
Commissives     √   
Datum 
99/Amanda/V6/00:37:29/E/In-
dec 
but the trick I think 
was brilliant. 
Expressives     √   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
3. Data findings of the third Judges in Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 
Locutor Context Coding Data Utterances 
Types of 
Speech  Act 
Direct 
Speech 
Act 
Indirect 
Speech 
Act 
D
e
c 
I
m
p 
I
n
t 
D
i
r 
I
m
p 
I
n
t 
Alesha 
 
 
There was a 
contestant named 
Steve Andrew who 
was sixty three years 
old with his long 
green hair. He 
played a guitar and 
sang a song entitled 
“stand by me”, but 
the judges quickly 
rejected it by 
pressing the red 
button because the 
judges considered 
his performance as a 
joke and not a talent. 
Datum 
100/Alesha/V1/00:18:11/Dir/Di-int 
What about 
steve? 
Directives   √    
Datum 
101/Alesha/V1/00:08:29/C/Di-dec 
It’s no for me Commissives  √      
There was a 
contestant named 
jake, he is twenty 
seven years old. He 
performed a pretty 
Datum 
102/Alesha/V1/00:33:37/E/Di-dec 
Jake! I like you. 
However, it 
actually fill over 
my imagination.  
Expressives √      
  
good performance 
with his dance but 
the judges were not 
quite satisfied with 
his performance, 
and some of the 
judges rejected him. 
Datum 
103/Alesha/V1/00:33:45/R/In-dec 
Based on your 
talent yes it’s 
problably 
deserve a bright 
but it didn’t blow 
me away. 
Representati
ves/ 
Assertives 
   √   
Datum 
104/Alesha/V1/00:35:01/C/Di-dec 
Jake, I agree with 
david. Based on 
your talent is 
potential  
Commissives  √      
Datum 
105/Alesha/V1/00:35:01/C/Di-dec 
but it’s no for 
me. 
Commissives  √      
There was a 
contestant named 
mark, he was fifty 
seven years old, he 
performed his solo 
clarinet show. His 
appearance was 
pretty good but 
some of the judges 
rejected him. 
Datum 
106/Alesha/V1/00:49:51/E/Di-dec 
I’m so sorry  Expressives √      
Datum 
107Alesha/V1/00:49:51/C/Di-dec 
it’s no today. Commissives  √      
  
This is an 
appearance of a 
soldier, he sang a 
song with edm 
instrument. Quickly 
the judges rejected it 
and assumed that it 
was not a talent. 
Datum 
108/Alesha/V2/00:07:23/C/Di-dec 
It’s no. Commissives  √      
This is an 
appearance of sixty 
eight year old male 
who named Niel, he 
dances a dance that 
is quite strange and 
the judges directly 
rejects it. 
Datum 
109/Alesha/V2/00:08:29/C/Di-dec 
It’s no for me. Commissives  √      
This is a weird 
performance, the 
contestant is 
wearing weird 
costum and dancing.   
Datum 
110/Alesha/V3/00:01:05/E/In-dec 
Briliant! I can’t 
wait 
Expressives    √   
  
This is a weird 
performance by 
Richard. He just 
playing with his 
mouth and produce 
some noises. 
Datum 
111/Alesha/V3/00:03:54/Dir/Di-
imp 
You say it! Directives  √     
 
 
4. Data findings of the fourth Judges in Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 
Locutor Context Coding Data Utterances 
Types of 
Speech  Act 
Direct 
Speech 
Act 
Indirect 
Speech 
Act 
D
e
c 
I
m
p 
I
n
t 
D
e
c 
I
m
p 
I
n
t 
David  
There was a 
contestant named 
Steve Andrew who 
was sixty three years 
old with his long 
green hair. He 
played a guitar and 
Datum 
112/David/V1/00:18:14/E/In-
dec 
You seems like a nice 
guy and I’m sorry  
Expressives     √   
  
sang a song entitled 
“stand by me”, but 
the judges quickly 
rejected it by 
pressing the red 
button because the 
judges considered 
his performance as a 
joke and not a talent. 
Datum 
113/David/V1/00:18:14/C/In-
dec 
it didn’t work out for 
you. 
Commissiv
es  
   √   
 
There was a 
contestant named 
jake, he was twenty-
seven years old. He 
performed a pretty 
good performance 
with his dance but 
the judges were not 
quite satisfied with 
his performance, 
and some of the 
Datum 
114/David/V1/00:33:33/Dir/Di-
int 
Alesha, you done a bit 
dancing. What do you 
think? 
Directives   √    
Datum 
115/David/V1/00:34:17/C/Di-
dec 
But, I would say to 
you Simon. 
Commissiv
es 
√      
  
judges rejected him. 
Datum 
116/David/V1/00:34:21/C/Di-
dec 
Is this young man has 
the road talent, he just 
need perhaps a little 
bit a shaping and a 
little bit imagination 
to come up with a 
new thing. 
Commissiv
es 
√      
This is an 
appearance of a 
soldier, he sang s 
song with edm 
instrument. Quickly 
the judges rejected it 
and assumed that it 
was not a talent. 
Datum 
117/David/V2/00:08:30/C/Di-
dec 
It’s no 
Commissiv
es 
√      
This is an 
appearance of sixty 
eight year old male 
who named Niel, he 
dances a dance that 
is quite strange and 
the judges directly 
rejects it. 
Datum 
118/David/V2/00:08:23/C/Di-
dec 
It’s no 
Commissiv
es 
√      
  
 
This is the dancing 
performance by two 
women. They 
dancing and 
painting in the same 
time and make it 
look so weird. 
Datum 
119/David/V3/00:02:31/C/Di-
dec 
If  may it look to 
handsome, I’m 
gonna say no. 
Commissiv
es 
√      
 
5. Data findings of the fifth Judges in Britain’s Got Talent Audition 2017 
Locutor Context Coding Data Utterances 
Types of 
Speech  Act 
Direct 
Speech 
Act 
Indirect 
Speech 
Act 
D
e
c 
I
m
p 
I
n
t 
D
e
c 
I
m
p 
I
n
t 
Piers 
This is the appearance 
of two women named 
candy and cats, they 
perform a tambourine 
instruments. their 
appearance was very 
below the expectations 
of the judges. 
Datum 
120/Piers/V2/00:11:55/C/Di-
dec 
It’s three No. Commisives √      
This is performance by 
a father and daughter. 
They playing a quite 
Datum 
121/Piers/V5/00:25:46/Dir/Di-
dec 
Emmm.. Sir 
Wait, 
Directives √      
  
dengerous performance 
with fire and arrow. 
Datum 
122/Piers/V5/00:25:46/D/E/Di
-dec 
I’m sorry for 
closing your 
nerveous 
performance 
before you 
hurting your 
daughter. 
Expressives √      
Datum 
123/Piers/V5/00:26:55/D/C/Di
-dec 
It’s three No. Commissives √      
This is performance by 
a boy that sing with a 
worse skill. He out of 
the tune. 
Datum 
124/Piers/V5/00:28:04/Dir/In-
imp 
A little begin to 
lose and leave 
me. 
Directives     √  
There is male 
contestant, his name is 
John. His performance 
is playing with puppet. 
Datum 
125/Piers/V6/00:05:02/C/Di-
dec 
Ohh.. emmm. 
No! 
Commissives √      
This is performance by 
male contestant that do 
nothing. 
Datum 
126/Piers/V6/00:05:53/C/Di-
dec 
It’s no Commissives √      
This is performance by 
a woman that her talent 
is a millionair 
motivator. 
Datum 
127/Piers/V6/00:06:38/Dir/Di-
int 
Are you a 
millionaire? 
Directives   √    
Datum 
128/Piers/V6/00:06:40/Dir/Di-
int 
Yes or no? Directives   √    
  
Datum 
129/Piers/V6/00:06:42/Dir/Di-
int 
Are you a 
millionaire? 
Directives   √    
This is performance by 
Jakhie, she brought her 
three cats and reading a 
poet about cat. 
Datum 
130/Piers/V6/00:26:11/Dir/Di-
int 
Are you sitting 
on your cat? 
Directives   √    
Datum 
131/Piers/V6/00:26:11/Dir/Di-
int 
Simon yes or no 
? 
Directives   √    
Datum 
132/Piers/V6/00:26:21/C/Di-
dec 
It’s no. Commissives √      
This is performance by 
male contestant who 
look likes old enough. 
He brought his birds 
and doing race. 
Datum 
133/Piers/V6/00:27:29/R/In-
dec 
We can not take 
the race down, 
one of your birds 
taking the queen. 
Representative
s/Assertives 
   √   
This is group 
performance by middle 
aged women that 
dancing with their dog. 
Datum 
134/Piers/V6/00:29:27/E/Di-
dec 
Absolutely not. 
Pointless! 
Expressives √      
 
 
